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Tomas, Tammy (, ](tralite, Us. Champions!
Three times World Chompion , Tomas Suchanel\ flying
the invincible Moyes Xtralite, carried on his domination
of hang gliding by winning the '95 U.S. Nationals in
Washington State .
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Also with a Moyes Xtralite , Tammy [3urcar won the best
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female title with an incredible performance of a
lifetime .
Winning the '95 U.S. Nationals, Moyes Hang Gliders,
5 times World Champions, confirmed yet again that
they are the world's best.
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Moyes Delro Gilders Pry Lrd. Ausrrolia. Tel 61 (02) 3875622 Fox: 61 (02) 387 4472
Moyes Europe. Germany. Tel: 49 (03695) 602 304 Fax: 49 (03695) 602305
Moyes California Inc, USA. Tel: 1 (818) 887 3361 Fox: 1 (818) 702 0612
Japan Moyes, Japan. Tel: 81 (0299) 26 8113 Fax: 81 (0299) 24 4574
Simon Murphy's Flying Circus, U.K. Tel : 44 (0404) 891685 Fox: 44 (0404) 891685
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Official Publication Of
The Hang Gliding
Federation of Australia
Skysailor appears 12 times per year
as a service to members. For nonmembers living in Australia the subscription is Aus. $50 pa. Overseas
magazine subscription is Aus. $65
(sent Economy Air), Aus $95
Airmail. Cheques should be made
payable to and sent to HGFA.
Contributions are always needed.
Articles, photographs and illustrations are all acceptable although the
editor and the HGFA Board reserve
the right to edit or delete contributi ons where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will
NOT be published. All contributions
should be accompanied by the contributor 's name, address and HGFA
number for verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume
responsibility for the material or
opinions presented in Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in
the HGFA. Copyright in articles and
other contributions is vested in each
of the authors in respect of their
contribution.
ALL SKYSAILOR
CONTRIBUTIONS to:
Marie Jeffery
PO Box 401 ALSTONVILLE 2477
Fax: (066) 285117
Ph: (066) 280356
8am-8pm
Keep the articles coming!!
We will give $50 per month for the
best cover photo sent in. It can be a
black and white, colour photo or
slide.
All photos and material will be
returned if a stamped, self addressed
envelope is supplied.
Market Place ads are to be directed to the Editor.

DEADLINE
15th of the month (for the foUowing
month's Issue!) for contributions,
market place, etc. Market Place are
free to financial members - please
quote your number - otherwise a
charge of $5 per ad per 2 issues is
applicable. A fee of $8 per ad per 2
issues is applicable for commercial
operators.

ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are:
Back cover
$225
$150
Full page
Half page
$75
$40
Quarter page
All ads must be paid in advance.
Layout, separations and extra work
incur additional costs.
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ADDRESSES
All correspondence, including membership renewals, short term memberships, rating forms and other
administrative matters should be
sent to:
Hang Gliding Federation Of
Australia
Executive Director:
Ian Jannan
PO Box 558, llJMUT NSW 2720
Tel (069) 472 888,
FxI AU Ans. Machine 069 474328

The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is a
member of Federation Aeronautique
Internationale (FA I) through the Australian Sport
Aviation Confederation (ASAC).
The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is
assisted by the Australian Sports Commission.

President: Rohan Grant
002311112 H, 002 337638 W,
002 333311 Fax
Operations Manager
Craig Worth, PhlFx 065 592713
Mobile: 018 657419
For information about site ratings,
sites and other local matters, contact
the appropriate state association!
region or club.
Vice-president:
Andrew Humphries, 42 Cunningham
Tce, Daglish WA 6008, 09 3816053,
093882401 Fx, 018 917537
Secretary: Shaun Keene, PO Box
81, Lyons ACT 2606,06 2998792
H, 018 697820 W
Treasurer: Mark Pike, PO Box 102,
Lara Vic 3212, 052 823446 H, 052
279348 W, 052 279497 Fx
Board Member & Competitions
Committee contact: Paul Mollison,
8 Brown St, Adamstown NSW
2289, 049570216 H, 049 499199
W, 049 499395 Fx
Board Member: Michael Zupanc,
PO Box 507 Redbank. Plains Qld
4301 , 078142113
Board Member: Robert Woodward,
38 Addison Rd, Black Forest SA
5035,08 2977532 H, 08 2325405
W, 08 2240600 Fx
Board Member: David Lamont, PO
Box 6, Proserpine Qld 4800, 079
461157 H, 079 452575 Fx
Board Member & Women's
Committee contact:
Jenny Ganderton, Boganol, Henry
Lawson Way, Forbes NSW 2871,
068 537220 H, 068 537220 Fx
Paragliding Convenor
Fred Gungl, U2/47 Walkers Lane,
Bright Vic 3741 , 015 854455
PI-IG Committee Convenor: Kevin
Magennis, PO Box 291 Laurieton
NSW 2443, 018181071
PHG Registration: Neville Hoger,
Mackay 079597105 (Forward PHG
Registrations to HGFA Office,
Tumut)
PHG Public Relations contact:
Paul Haines, Public Relations, 042
941031 ph/fx/tam
Coaching Committee contact:
HGFA Operations Manager

States & Regions
Southern Region NSW
25 Beverley Ave, Warilla NSW 2528
Pres. James Nathaniel (042) 971923
Northern NSW Region
Pres. Dane Snelling 02 9384420 W,
02 9799069H; Sec. Ian Duncan 02
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COVER PHOTO

John Aldis from Kalgoorlie, flying his Quantum trike over
private property In WA. Photo by Les Maugu,
Note: property owner's permission was gained to undertake this
flight and photo session .
CREDITS

Cartoon
Typing & Layout
Printer

9189962; Treas. Glenn Salmon 02
9180091
ACfHGA
PO Box 3496, Manuka 2603; Pres.
Duncan Kelly 06 2805605 W, 06
2814556 H, 018 625091; Sec.
Catherine Thorpe 06 2896456 W, 06
2917978 H, 018 630496; SSO. Peter
Dall 06 2813746 H, 06 2684139 W
Nth Qld:
12 Van Eldik Av, Andergrove Q
4740. Pres. Dave Lamont 079
461157; SeclTrs: Ron Huxhagen 079
552913
UGAWA
PO Box 82, South Perth 6151; Pres
Doug Trent: 09 4594702 H, 09
4516990 W; Sec Keith Lush 09
3673479 H, 09 3679066 W, fx :

John Ross
Marie Jeffery
Quality Plus, Ballina

4741202; PG Rep Evan Williams 09
4585454 H; Trike Rep Graham
McDonald 09 3649226 H, 09
4186461B
VicHGPA
PO Box 400, Prahran 3181 ; Pres
Rob Van Der Klooster: 052 223019
AU, 052 272523 BH; Sec Tony
Hughes: 052 438245 AU, 052
641091 BH
TasHGA
14 Dresden St, Sandy Bay 7005.
Sec. James Freeman : 002 253952 H
SAHGA
1 Stur! St, Adelaide SA 5000; Ph 08
2130660, Fax 08 2117115; Sec.
Steve Hoeffs : 08452487 H, 08
2595991 W, Fax 08 2597115 W
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Clubs
Queensland
Cairns HG Club
Pres Luke Walker
070514659
015675109
Sec Anton Rath
070537149
Treas. Nadine Condon
070531877
Vice Pres Nev Akers
070512438
Capricorn
Skyriders Club Inc
Pres Brian Hampson
079226527
Sec Geoff Craig
079923137
Brian Smith
079287858
Canungra HG Club
Inc
Pres. Dave Staver
0755453391
Sec. Gordon Bieske
07555435149 H
SSO. Geoff Dossetor
0755435631
PG Rep. Phil Hystek
0755437236
Gladstone HG Club
4 Caimcross St
Gladstone Q 4680
Pres. Pat Purcell
079793414

Sec. Sandy Gemmell
079750232
Publicity Officer
Hans Respondek
079721203
Sunshine Coast HG
Club (Qld)
53 Yungar St Coolum
Qld 4573
Pres. Mal Price
074480038
Vice-Pres Geoff
Borthwick
074760784
Secrrreas. Cathy
Edmwlds
074463421
SSO.Dave Cookman
074498573
Townsville HG Assoc
Inc
Pres Gary Ro gers
077 792645 H, 077
538565 W
Vice-Pres Peter Scarfe
077 212666 H, 077
721766 W
SSO Graeme Etherton
077 724467
Sec Dave McManus
077 723043 H
Treas Steve Duncan
077 734930 H

Whitsundays HG
Club
Pres. Greg Gunning
079598445
Sec & SSO Ron
Huxhagen
079552913
New SOIlIIt Wales
Byron Bay HG Club
Inc
Pres Joe Barton
066803229
SSO Neil Mersham
066 858768; 018
441742
meet 1st Wed 7pm ea
month Bangalow
Bowling Club
Central Coast HG
Club (NSW)
Pres Russell Skillen
018404254
Sec Mark Steele
043321277
Treas Mick Hoipo
043282871
SSO Ian Duffy
018439612
2nd Wed The Entrance
RSL Club 7.30 pm
Central West HG
Club
Pres Len Paton
068537220
Sec. Jenny Ganderton
068511533
Tres. Mark Madden
063622927

Christian Flyers
Ian Lobb
Stanwell Park
042941656
Gn~at Lakes HGC
Inc
Pres. Jim Parsons
065 554077
Sec Steve Tinson
065 558091
065545700 W
SSO. Bob Barnes
065540416
lliawarra Hang
Gliding Club Inc
Meet: Mountain Top
Cafe, Mt Keira 1st
Wed
Pres George Barrie
042855567
Sec Warwick Kelly
042261707
SSO. James Nathaniel
042261377
Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club
Pr. Anne McRitchie
064576041
Sec. Allan Lehepuu
018484123
SSO.Heinz Gloor
064567171
Lower Blue Mts HG
Club Inc
Pres. David Middleton
026236961
Sec. Neil Glennon
SSO. Nigd Felton
026282609
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I Official HGFA T-shirt featuring breast
Passenger Carrying Endorsements:
I pocket, colour logo and quote on the back$19.95 Initial issue (12 mths)
$150 pa
I Cap
9.00
(3 mths)
$40 qtr

.,

Leather Key Ring - metal with full

I colour enamel logo
I Metal Lapel Badge
I Car stickers

6.95
4.95
2.00
Embroidered badge
2.95
I Topographic maps for all areas at discount prices

Please add $2.50 pp for all orders. Discounts
available for bulk purchases. Cheque, money
order, bankcard, visa and mastercard accepted, phone orders welcome. Actual prices may
vary from those shown. Tenlls: payment with
order. Delivery 14 days when ex stock.

HGFA Schedule of Fees
Membership Fees
12 months (FULL) Membership
(SA) 12 mths FULL membership
(WA) 12 mths FULL Membership
Additional Family Member (12 months)
Short Term Membership (4 months)
I Visiting Pilot Membership (4 months)
Trainee Membership (TM) 10 Days
I available through instructors only
1(12 issues)" Skysailor" Subscription only
I Overseas (sent SAL)
I Overseas (Sent Airmail)

I Certificate & Insurance Fees
I Powered Operations Insurance Levy
I Passenger Endorsement annual renewal
lfee

$125
$135
$130
$50
$45
$45
$15
$50
$65
$95
$20
$150

Instructor with Passenger Carrying
$250
Endorsement annual renewal fee
Training Facility - Inspection and/or
Approval fee
$80 •
PHG Instructor Examination & checkflight s (payable to PHG Examiner)
$50
PHG Aircraft Registration (Initial issue) $100
$50
PHG Aircraft Registration (Renew)
Level I Club Coach (Valid for 4 yrs.
Issue & renewal - includes FAI Sporting
$30
Licence, manuals, etc) #
Level 2 Competitions Coach (includes
ACC training course, registration &
manuals, etc) ##
$30
FAI Sporting Licence (incl. HGFA
Comp Manual, Section 7 FAI Sporting
Code, Records Claim Pack (initial issue) $20
FAI Intemational Pilot Proficiency
Identificati on Card (IPPI) Noncompetition flying overseas
$10
Competitions Manual
$10
Tow Guidelines
$nil
$10
Replacement Operations Manual
Replacement Ops Manual Binder
$15
NB: • Charged at $80 per half day of inspection
plus travel expenses (max. $250 per
inspection/ approval).
# To be introduced late 1995 or early 1996.
## Incl udes all updated material from Level I.
There is no charge for PHG Temporary Satellite
Facility approvals.

I Instructor Certificates (12 mths)
$150 pa,
I Initial issue (3 mths)
$40 qtr
ILInstructor
Certificates annual renewal fee$150
_______________________________
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Mid North Coast HG
Assoc (NSW)
Pres. Paul Hazelgrove
018657366
Sec & SSO. Lee Scott
065 565265
Ben Leonard
065821966
Mudgee Dish;ct
Sport Aviation Club
Inc
Sec. Darryl Ashlin
063 742536
SSO. Bruce Barcham
063742092
Newcastle HG Club
Pres Simon Lewis
018689243
Sec Bill Olive
049213804 W
"PG" Ian Ladyman
049498946
SSO Ross Duncan
049431900
meet last Wed Souths
Leagues Club
N0I1hern Beaches
HG Club Inc
(Sydney)
Pres: Jim Allen
029711715 H
Sec: Craig Docherty
029824468
SSO. Forrest Park
024502674
StanweU P3I'k Club
PO Box 258
Helensburgh NSW
2508
Pres. Rob Fakes
015237565
Sec. Karen Lederer
042942273
Treas. Ian Lobb
SSO. Mark Mitsos
042949065,018
864083
meet 7.30pm 1st Sun
ea month Hel ensburgh
Workers ' Club
Sydney HG Club
Pres Dick Heffer
023872613
Treas Jolm Trude
024166758
Sec Skve Hocking
023274484
Sydney Paragliding
Club
Pres Peter Bowyer
025254175
Vice Pres Tim Gearing
042681725
Sec Deirdre Ski lien
027275087
Treas Roge r
Montgomery
022203199
SSO Mark Mitsos
042 674570
Tamwor1h/Manilla
HGC
Andrew Pepper
067654520
Richard Rile y
067821073
067821267
SSO.Pat Lenders
067729272
Upper Blue Mts
HG Club
Pres Glen Thompson
063 531239
Sec. Lucas Trihey
047871480
Victoria
Eastel11 HG Club
Pres. Lance Sheppard
059623570 H

Sec. John Carter
037285203 H
SSO Harry Summons
059646055 H
Meet 3rd Wed YorkOn-Lilydale, Lilydale
Norih East Victor;a
HG Club Inc
Pres & SSO Geoff
White
057501244,018
052793
Sec Karl Texler Jnr
057501733
Treas David Romeril
057562216
Club meets 1st
Saturday ea month
Bright Shire Offices
7.30 pm
SouthelTl HG Club
Pres. Mike Slape
03 5438331 AH
1st Tues Anchor &
Hope Tav Church St
Richmond
Sky High PG Club
Pres Rachel Bain
038889454 H
038983742 W
Sec. David Mills
0398192712 H
041 1188055 W
I st Wed ea month
Retreat Hotel , 226
Nicholson St,
Abbotsford
WestelTl Victor'ian
Hang Gliding Club
Pres. Phillip Campbell
053428569
Tres. Andrew
McKinnon 03 4371069
Vice Pres. Nicole
Shalders 053 318 I 78
Sec. Meg Bailey
053492845
SSO. Rohan Holtkamp
053492845
Club meets last Sat ea
month at Golden Age
Hotel Beaufort
Western AustraLia
Avon Vailey Hang
Gliding Club
Pres. David Drabble
09307 1816
Vice Pres. Rob
Stevenson 09 3647872
Sec. Mike Field
094097903
Treas. Michael Den)'
093415271
Cloud Base
Par'agliding Club Inc
Pres Evan Williams
094585454
Sec Julian McPherson
093881584
Meet 1st Wed ,
Boulevard Ale House
East Vic Park
Bastion Sky Bums
Wyndham WA
Sec. Steve Prior
091611269 H
091 611043 W
091 611279 fax
Dalwallinu HG Club
Pres. Gary Bennett
093804357
Sec Anna Munt
093447517
The Great Sandy
Desert HG Club
Pres. Ian Sallie
091 798487 H
Sec Joe Langford
091 798655 H
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From the Editor ~
Keyboard

because the land owner discovered too
much rubbish lying around and damage to
trees. In Victoria, a landowner has withdrawn permission to use his paddock for
landing.

t is quite sobering to see that two separate clubs in different states are having
difficulties with their sites and/or bombout areas. The Sunshine Coast Club has
lost their most important westerly site

It has long been the catch cry of club
committees to be respectful of the private
property from which we fly and on which
we land. Clean up rubbish, close gates, etc
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etc yet at times it seems to fall on deaf ears.
The bottom line is that without the hospitality of land owners all over this country, we
would not be able to fly! We will go the way
of many countries overseas where the user
pays ... dearly, for launch and landing areas.
As I write this, my newsletter from the
Canungra Club has arrived. They could face
losing the use ofMt Tamborine .. . yes, that's
right... should development of the land in
the valley below go ahead. The club has to
look at ways of buying/leasing/negotiating
park land with the relevant authorities or
flying at one of our best winter sites will
become a vague memory.
Perhaps it is time for clubs to look at
future contingency plans for the sites and
landing areas in under their control. What
would you do if, tomorrow, you had
nowhere to fly? Years ago, one of Byron
Bay 's sites was for sale. $70,000 seemed a
lot of money then, but for land now, it isn 't
much, and we could have secured that site
for ever. Could have, but didn 't. It all
seemed a bit hard . Will we always think it is
too hard? In this issue' s Around About section there is mention of a sporting club in
WA starting a business venture as a fund
raiser. It takes a lot of hard work and dedication, but then the best things in life are
never free.
Safe circles, Marie Jeffery

~~&~
1995-96
September
15-17

16
16
27-4 Oct

HGFA Board Meeting
Sports House, Ultimo & Camperdown
Travelodge
HGFA 1995 AGM
Camperdown Travelodge
1995 National Awards Night, Orient Hotel
Contact Ian Jarman 069 472888
Eungella ' 95 .
Rob Saliba 079584509

October 1995
Strathalbyn Spring Flyin, SA
15
Don Dewar 085 362070
21 -22
Dubbo Aero Club Flyin
Contact David Honner 019611 846
November 1995
2-7
Flyright Challenge, Rutherford Airfield , NSW
National weightshift aircraft competition.
Contact Chris or Johanne 018 490622
December 1995
Annual Rainbow Beach Competition . Contact
Geoff Borthwick 074 760784
January 1996
26-10 Feb
5th Women's World Championships, Bright
Contact Ian Jarman 069 472888
February 1996
21-25 Feb
Training Camp , AIS?
Ian Jarman
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This name encompasses all flying formats within our disciplines, portrays a professional national image and is a name that is
already easily identified within our sport.
This name has the added benefit of borrowing from the excellent public image created
ove r the centuries by the seafaring sailors in
past and present times (ie form James Cook
to John Bertrand).

Dear Marie
Just a note to say I' m now out of hospital
and thanks to all those who have been to see
me or sent their wishes or helped me over the
last 10 weeks.

After all , we are
an association of
' Australian
Sky
Sailors ' anyway.

My accident was a result of hitting a
powerline I hadn't seen and the only thing I
can recommend to pilots is to keep a good
look out when on landing approach for
anthing that could be an obstruction.

Trevor Kee, ASA #
34939

Dear Marie
Changing the name
of the Hang Gliding
Federation of Australia is
truly
inspired.
Some
names I would like to put
forward are:

I actually hit a "SWER" (single wire,
earth return) line which of course is hard to
see as there is no cross piece on the power
pole. The wire is thin and it can be a long
span between power poles (over 300 metres
is common) . There are also sometimes "tee
offs" on these lines. The easiest way to spot
these is that there is a diagonal strainer
post from the power pole where it joins
the main line.

The
Australian
Federation of Hang
Gliding (AFHG).
The Federation of
Australian
Hang
Gliding
(FAHG
kinda like this one!)

There are so many " SWER" lines in
the country that I don ' t think our
chances of getting them tracked are very
good. Even so , they could be a danger
to many other forms of aviation.

The Australian Hang
Gliding
Federation
(AHGF)

I've tried sighting the
lines with
different
types
of
sunglasses
but so far
this
has
been inconclusive. (I've
no doubt that
poor
light
makes the situation
worse,
though.)

The Gliding (Hang) of
Australia Federation (GAF
- or does this just descri be
the name change game?)
The
Hang
Index
of
Australian
Gliding
Federation (to include hang
gliders ,
paragliders
and
microlights)
(HlAGFHGPGML)
hope these contributions are of use in
the ongoing name change debate. I would
point out that the first four suggestions mean
that any existing letter head or business cards
the HGFA has printed could be recycled by
cutting and pasting the words to make up the
new name. The HGFA could probably
employ someone to do that, so the Federation
(?) could be providing an Aussie kid with a
job!

Anyway
thanks again to
those
who've
hel ped me and I
hope to be back
into flying agam
soon.
Regards ,
Peter Bolton, 16017

Anyway, if any of the previous suggestions are not suitable to the Membership , perhaps the:

Dear Editor
In regards to the
proposed name change
of the HGFA. As a relatively new member of
the HGFA, the logical
replacement name (in my
opinion) so as to embrace
all aircraft types is staring
us in the eyes (or at least
once every month).

Flyillg ill Queellstowll, NZ, alld surroundillg
area. Photo by Mike Duffield

Environmentally
Conscious
And
Politically Correct Collective Cooperative Of
People Who Like To Hang Out In The Sky
And Other Places But Can ' t Tolerate Nasty
Things Being Done To Little Furry Warm
Animals But Do Like To Get High In Hang
Gliders Paragliders And Microlights And
Other Things That Someone El se Might
Invent That Should Reall y Belong To This
Federation As Well Becau se We Love You
And You And You But Not Miles Craven

AustraLian Skysailor Association
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July
Imagine

August
Splash Down Under The
Surface by Steven Phan

Federation That Should
Association!

Really

Be An

Think about it!

Upright Ed
(name withheld on request)

Baking Your Ni-cads
Dear Marie
I recently made an interesting discovery
which I would like to share with my fellow
pilots.
I own a model TX475S Electrophone
UHF Transceiver which has given me 3 years
trouble-free service. Recently, however, the
battery started showing signs of its age when
it became apparent that it was no longer
capable of accepting a full charge. This was
evident during the charging cycle when, in
spite of being left switched on overnight, the
charger continued in boost charge mode
instead of automatically switching over to
trickle mode. These two cha rging modes are
unmistakable and clearly indicated by the red
and green LED lights built in to the charger.

Several times I tried unsuccessfully to
recondition the battery by first fully discharging same and then recharging, but always it
remained on boost and refused to enter trickle mode. In despair and faced with the
prospect of paying some $150 for a new a
battery, I felt that some form of drastic kill or
cure action was in order. I accordingly decided to try baki ng the battery.
I placed the battery on the middle baking
tray in a cold oven which was then switched
on and the thermostat set to lOOC. After
some I '!. hours had elapsed, the oven was
switched off and the temperature allowed to
return to ambient before removal of the battery which , surprisingly, appeared none-theworse for this treatment. I immediately put
the battery on charge and was delighted some
4 hours later to note that it had automatically
switched from boost to trickle mode. I
accordingly left it in the latter mode for
another 6 hours to ensure that it would
receive a full charge. To complete the reconditioning treatment I subjected the battery to
three successive discharge/charge cycles and
am happy to report that it now performs like
a new unit.

r
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ICOM
SALE!

Cheers
Peter Andrews, SCHGC

Editor 's Note: If this so/utioll sounds too
drastic, Premier Balleries in Sydlley (02
755 1845) will rep/ace all the IIi-cads in your
ballery pack wilh lIew olles for about half
the cost of a comp/ele new ballery pack. ~

•

I
I
FREE
I
BAITERY!! I
I
It doesn't happen very I

often. for a short time
the ICOM factory is of- I
fering an unbelievable I
bon us if you buy a Mtw.
ICOM GX radio.
Buy one GX and
you will receive not
one but two (2)
12v high power
batteries ! Buy 2
radios and receive
4 batteries II A
great free bonus
worth big $$$'s.

I hope the foregoing high-tech (or should
I say half-baked) reconditioning procedure
will be of interest to those pilots whose batteries are playing up . I trust, however that my
good name wi ll not be taken in vain in the
event of meltdowns or possi ble explosions.
Oh yes, there is one more point that I
almost forgot to mention - do not fai l to
remove the radio before baking the battery.

I
I
I
I
I
I

The GX is light-years ahead of all
I other UHF radios. It's Smaller.
lighter. & comes with more features that all previous ICOM radios. FREE Selcall paging is installed. All GX's purchased are
also covered by the new ICOM two
(2) year guarantee. Limited offer.

DON'T MISS OUT II
A quiet coastal soar in Victoria. Photo Yuri Dauilovich

ICOM GX

ONL Y.. $

585

with two ni-cad battery pacKsl
Protective soft cover case $27
ICOM ulltralight headset $115
Finger switches also available.
Order Vy phone/fax or mail with your
credit card. Cheque or COD al60 OK.
AN5ElT NEXT DAY- DELIVERY $16
All prlce6 (l.uoted tax exempt.

ULTRAUGHT FLYING
MACHINES
PO BOX 182.
NTH BALWYN. VIC. 3104

(03) 9431 - 2131

1.----- _____
24 HR FAX (03) 9431-1869
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For details phone Luke Walker 070 514659 or Anton Rath 070
537149

Eungella 1995, North Queensland
Wednesday 27 September - Wednesday 4 October 1995
It 's definitely on this year. Open Grade - highest ranking pilots; A
Grade - experienced pilots; B grade - young guns; plus North Qld
Champion, Most Improved Pilot, Best & fairest pilot, Best female
pilot.

Australian Competitions
1995 Lawrence Hargrave Paragliding Challenge
Has been extended to the end of 1995 to give both visiting and local
pilots a better chance of achieving their best flights at Stanwell Park.

Take the Challenge and complete your best out and return flight, or
try for open distance along the Illawarra Escarpment. Prizes include
the Challenge Cup in Open Division, and prizes for novice and intermediate pilots as well.
$5 entry fee to cover printing and other costs, $5 entry fee to Sydney
Paragliding Club members or $20 for others. Includes complimentary
club membership, map entry kit and documentation.

Peter Bowyer, President Sydney Paragliding Club

Gillies '95, Cairns Far North Queensland
23-24 September 1995
Meals and budget accommodation available at Pioneer Valley Holiday
Ranch

Cross Country Adventure

Total of $6000 cash prize money plus giveaways and daily prizes .
Pilots are to be a minimum of intermediate rating and must have camera, UHF radio, parachute .
Maximum
50
pilots.
Nominate
Fee $100; late fee after 14/9 $125.

before

September

14.

Contact Gerry or Warwick on 070341451 or 070 519392 or PO Box
46 Cairns Qld 4870 or Rob Saliba Eungella Chalet 079 584509.

Mid North Coast 3 Day COml)
30 September - 2 October 1995
The Mid North Coast Club will be running a 3 day comp over the
October long weekend for novice to advanced pilots , both hang gliding and paragliding, with a combination of aerotowing and hill
launching.
The main sites for this comp will be our coastal sites, little
Nellies, Middle Brother, North Brother and Belbora. We are aiming to
get a new northerly site available before the October long weekend so
there are plenty of sites for those who do not wish to aerotow.
For those who have been to Laurieton before , there is plenty of
accommodation available at the base of North Brother and High
Adventure will ofTer some free camping along the river at the
Airpark.
We plan to meet at the Airpark on the Pacific Highway at Johns
River at 9.30 am Saturday 30th September. There will be no entry
fee. If you need any further info on accommodation etc, please call
Lee Scott on 065 565265.

It's on, the hig Silent Flight adventure for 1995.
We are going towing in the big air of Conargo. Last years venue at
Birchip was a great success with 10,000 feet being achieved and
personal bests bettered with 100km flights not a problem.
The area of Conargo just north of Deniliquin is fantastic for cross
country flying, it's hot, flat and has a good road structure for
pickups. Previous trips by Silent Flight to this area have realised
flights of 10,000 ft + and l60km+, not a problem.
Whether your looking to relax or to have a hard core flying
experience this trip is for you.

1995 Canungra Classic
Dates: 7-14 October 1995
Entries now full
Moriarty Hall in Canungra will be open for regi stration between 9
am and 7 pm Friday 6 october. NO late regi strations accepted.
Meals will be served between 6 pm and 7.30 pm (included in entry
fee) with the Calcutta to follow.
Red faces competition to be held on Wednesday night; prepare
your acts now!
Enquiries: Dave Staver/Linda Rigg 0755453391 , Ken Hill 07
55435631

This is an all inclusive hang gliding adventure.
•
•
•
•
•
•

9 days flying
All the tows you want
Aero & car tow
Accommodation
Breakfast, lunch and dinner
Tips on XC flying

•
•
•
•
•

The odd beer after flying
Experienced instructor on hand
Transfers to and from Canberra
Pickups, fly as far as you can
Test flights on the latest equipment
Heaps oftall tales and stories

Tentative dates for this extravaganza are from Friday 09/12/95 till
Sunday 17112/95. A booking is essential to secure your spot as
nwnbers are limited. Give Silent Flight a call for more information,
hang gliding is our business, not a problem.
Your boot ror tbis CI'1IIS Country Adv..,lu~ is Australil. Wome.'s Sporting Cl\ampio.

Tove Heaney (06) 2941466
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Flyright Challenge
2-7 November 1995
A national weightshift aircraft competition to be held at Rutherford
Airfield, NSW. Contact Chris or Johanne 018 490622 for further
details .

1995 Queensland State Paragliding Titles and
Competition Strategies Clinic, Killarney area SE Qld
11-].1 Nuvember 1995, inclusive

Velllle: Killarney area, 150km SE of Brisbane
Max. No. entries: 50 wi th preference to the top 15 on the national
ladder then by order of enlry
Pilot requiremellts: Minimum restricted rating with at leas t 20
logged thermal hours. Desire to beat your perso nal best.

SKYSAILOR

Equipmellt: UHF, recently packed reserve , camera (data back preferable)
This comp will be combined with the Manilla XC comp to satisfy the
criteria for an 'A' grade compo
All enquiries and entries should be forwarded to Phil Hystek on
PhlFax 07 55437237 or send entry fee to: Canungra Hang Gliding
Club PO Box 61 Canungra Qld 4275 .

1995 FLYTEC CUP (paragliding)
Manilla NW NSW

Registration: Victorian Alpine Open 1995, PO Box 3 Bright Vic
3741, phone 057 551753, fax 057 50ll53 , email 100352.530@compuserve.com
Scoring system: HGFA
Sites: Mystic (site record 150 km), Emu (site record 75 km) ,
Gundowring (site record 35 km), Buckland Ridge (site record 98 km)
Organisers:
Director

Brian Webb, Competition; Heather Stricek, Meet

Retrieve: UHF 20 simplexl8 duplex; 015 933946/018 352048

1995 Rainbow Beach Competition

16-19 November 1995
First prize: FLYTEC 3030 pro inc software $1050)
Secol/d prize: HANWAG FLY 2000, flying boots ($350)
Third: SKYWATCH wing meter ($100)
Other prizes incl. $1000 discount off any ADVANCE glider (transferable) for the best intermediate pilot. EZY-EYES sunglasses and Tshirts.

Category: National Ladder ' A' grade (in conjunction with the Qld
Open)
Maximum entries: 75
Entry fee : $50 ($60 for late entries after 17 Oct) Cheque or MO to
"Manilla Comps" PO Box 7 Grose Vale NSW 2753. Entry fee
includes posted info. pack, fi Ims/processing and limited up hill transport.
Requirements: Intermediate inland experience, databack camera, UHF
radio, reserve, 1:250,000 Natmap ' Manilla ' SH 56-9 is recommended.
Novice wind techs. are most welcome.
F or more information phone Godfrey Wenness on 045 721594 or fax
045721542 .

1995 Womens Flyin

Dates: 27-29 December
This annual competition caters for all levels of competition but places
particular emphasis on introducing novice pilots to the joys of competition. Contact Geoff Borthwick 074 760784 or Cathy Edmunds 074
463421

Kiewa Valley Flyin
28 December to 3 January 1996, inclusive
All foot launched flexwings welcome.
Especially for those pilots who had planned for the Bogong Cup
at its usual time and don't want to fly at the Flatlands .
Information and registration evening December 27th . Meetings
each morning at 9.30 am to decide on the day's flying and to organise
cars.
Several of the sites are intermediate rating, or novice with
advanced rating supervision. Gundowring launch which is a 1500'
novice site may also be used. Novice and intermediate pilots need to
bring along their log books. All pilots must have inland footlaunch
experience.

24-26 November 1995 inclusive
Venlle: Mt Buffalo & Kiewa Valley Vic
Contact Kaylee Mackenzie phone 057 50 I 059

1995 Womens Bang Gliding Open
27 November - 1 December 1995
Venlle : Mt Buffalo area
An organiser/ meet director is needed for this competition. Any volunteers please contact Kaylee on 057 501059

Come ily with us
MT. COLE, BEAUFORT,
Victoria
1995 Victorian Open Hang Gliding
Competition-January 7th to 14th
Mt.Cole Challenge
Hang Gliding Trophy
(25km triangle course)
Mt.Cole Challenge
Para Gliding Trophy
(distance event)

1995 Womens Paragliding Open
Venue & dates: As for Womens Hang Gliding Open
It has been suggested by a few women that they would like to participate in a Womens Paragliding Open , however we need further
expressions of interest so that the viability of such a competition
can be determined. If you would like to participate either as an
organiser or competitor please ring Kaylee Mackenzie on 057
501059

Victorian AII)ine Open 1995 (paragliding)
Venue: Bright
Category: AA - 8 day competition
Class: intermediate/advanced
Date: 2-9 December 1995 (Sunday 10 December lay day & presentation)
Cost: $145 includes 2 films & processing of all main films
Category: C - 4 day competition
Class: Novicelintermediate
Date: 2-6 December
Cost: $60 - no turnpoint photography required

Dynamic Flight Hang
Gliding School.
Instructor Rohan
Holtkamp lives &
operates locally.

(Competition for either Hang Gliding
or Para Gliding Challenge may be
conducttld at any time during the year)

Beaufort is situated one and a half
hours west of Melbourne on the
Western Highway.
Accommodation available:
Motel, hotels, caravan parks,
camping, bed & breakfast.
Competition accommodation at
Raglan Recreation Reserve
(with power, hot & cold showers)
Enquiries: Phone (053) 49 2845
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mum capacity of the tow paddock
is 42 to organise themselves into a
team . The maximum capacity of
the tow paddock is 42 teams.
Open to all pilots with tow
endo rsements
and
Australian
Federation membership . Camera
essentia l (databack optional). GPS
wi II be permi tted . Entry fee
includes information booklet, first
film and developing and presentation party. Our aim is a breakeven budget. Any pri ze money
will be due to greater entry numbers than anticipated or reduced
costs from budget estimates.
Registration

and

enquiries

to:

"]996 Hay Nationals" , Western
Victorian Hang Gliding Club
(Secretary) , Meg Bailey, RMB
236B, Trawalla 3373. Please
include your address, phone no. ,
gli der no. (if sti ll on from other
comps) and other team members.

The nor '-west arch is a common sight over the Remarkables, Queellstown, NZ. Sailplanes thrive ill this
wind direction although it is usually too strong for hang gliders or paragliders. Photo by Geoff Dossetor

For further information phone/fax
053492845.

1996 Bogong CU))
Daily pri zes for good launches , good flights, good landings, good
sporting deeds. Prize for best substantial flight of the week (photos
required). Club and Team prizes as well .

Australia's premier alpine hang gliding event

A great opportunity for schools to g ive some of their custome rs
so me advanced flying.

Included in Entry fee: Chance to win great cash & prizes; quality Tshirt; mobile goal team; presentation dinner (Jan 14); paramedics onsite; all Officials paid ; 2 films ; map; famous novelty prizes.

Activities organised if inclement weather; walking, mountain biking etc. Evening activities as well.

Entry fee: $15. Maximum of 40 pi lots.
Send to: Ki ewa Valley Flyin, 18 Tawonga Cres , Mt Beauty 3699.
Enquiries Jeanette McLa ren or Dermot Meaney 057 544910. We 're
away till October 8th.

6-14 January 1996 inclusive (Registration day Friday 5 January)

The competiti on wi ll be offered in the following grades: Open/ A
grade, AA grade (open to pilots ran ked 21-50 on the National ladde r,
with quality prizes to match!), B grade, C grade
30 places reserved until October 3 1 for each of the followi ng categories: International pilots, A /AA grade, B grade, C grade; thereafter,
places all ocated on rece ipt of entry fee .

28 December 1995 - 4 January 1996 inclusive

Note: due to large Womens Worlds contingent expected this year·,
we anticipate a reco,·d demand for places. Book now to avoid disappointment! !

Registration and practice 27 December.

Entry fe e: $160

Entry fee $150 if received by 30 November 1995 , $165 thereafter.
Note: prizes will be awarded to AA, A, Band C grades as per·
Jerry Gerus' letter, April Skys ailor.

Send entry fee (cheque/bank cheque/ money order payable to Bogong
Cup) together with name, postal address, contact phone no. and existing glider ill number (if any) to: Bogong Cup Registrations C/- PO
Box 308 Bright Vic 3741.

996 Hay Australian Nationals

Minimum of four paid entries per team to reserve a strip . It is the
pilots ' responsibility to organise themselves into a team . The maxi-

Co mpetition enquiries: Heather Stricek , phone 057 551503 (befo re 10
pml i).
Accommodation enquiri es : Mt Beauty Accommodation and
Information Centre phone 057 541267

UVEX
The helmet camp pilots wear.

The Forbes Flatlands Pre-Pre-Worlds 1996
16-23 January 1996
This year we 'll have: (if at a ll possible) start gate, goa l and

The world's lightest full face
helmet, designed for your
comfort and safety.

turn point photos and GPS co-ord inates, a monster prese ntation
party, day prizes and the best trophies in th e world . Free films

It's the best money can buy.

Entry fee of $220 if paid by November 14 th , thereafter $250.

You will need: a data back camera, a tow e nd orseme nt, four
people paid up to reserve a strip .
Send yo ur entries to Flatties , PO Box 950 Nerang Qld 42 11

Available in XS/SIMIL/XL/XXL

Phone 075 463021
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Paragliding Flatlands, Hay or Forbes
26 January - 4 February 1996

SKYSAILOR

Organiser: Peter Champion

Sky eyles

Paragliding Pre-World Cup, Bright
11-19 February 1996

14 Northern Ave, Moorabbin
Airport, Mentone, Vic 3194
Phone: 03 5875975,
Mobile: 018 336346,
Fax: 03 5875976

Organiser: Brian Webb

Paragliding Open, Corryong
28 February - 6 March 1996
Organiser: Stuart Andrews

1996 NSW Paragliding Open
Manilla NW NSEW

Quantum from $19,995 + freight
You have tri ed the rest, now

FLY THE BEST!

9-16 March 1996
First prize: GPS Garmin 45 ($800)
Second prize: HANWAG FLY 2000 flying boots ($350)
Third prize: EZY-EYES sunglasses ($80)
Other prizes inc!. $1000 di scount off any ADVANCE glider (transferable) for the best intermediate pilot. SKYWAICH windmeter, EZYEYES sunglasses and I-shirts.

Category: National Ladder' A' grade (in conjunction with the Qld
Open).
Maximum entries: 75
Enlryfee: $100 ($125 for late entries after 16 Feb) Cheque or MO to
"Manilla Comps" PO Box 7 Grose Vale NSW 2753. Entry fee
includes posted info. pack, all films/processing and limited up hill
transport.
Requirements: Intermediate inland experience, databack camera, UHF
radio, reserve, 1:250,000 Natmap ' Manilla' SH 56-9 is recommended .
Novice wind techs . are most welcome.
For more information phone Godfrey Wenness on 045 721594 or fax
045721542.

NSW Titles, Manilla
Dales: 17 - 24 March 1996
Open , B grade, Womens and possibly Masters.
Entry fee $120 includes I-shirt and dinner. Late entry fee of$15
after 25 February 1996.
Limited to 60 pilots maximum. Advanced rated or competent intermediate. UHF radio , repacked parachute & data back camera required.
In association, the 'Airborne Interclub Challenge ' trophy will be contested. Ihis trophy is currently held by the Newcastle Club.
Entry open now, cheque or MO marked '96 NSW Titles to Bill Olive ,
42 Princes Ave, Charlestown NSW 2290. Phone 049 213804 wk.

Overseas Competitions
New Caledonian Paragliding Open
Are you interested in taking part in this very friendly and popular
competition? The Melbourne Paragliding Centre has arranged special, all inclusive packages (available from all capital cities) for
Australian pilots wanting to take part in the 1995 edition.
Dates are 21-31 October 1995. Number of entries are limited. Book
your spot now! For complete information package , contact Charly on
03 98824130 (tel/ fax).

New Zealand Paragliding Nationals
Queenstown
6 - 13 January 1996
Entry fee: $180 includes comp transport, films, maps, party & heli
lift.
Contact: Simon Nighy 03 4425854, PO Box 824 Queenstown ~
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Pty Ltd

Compare the Quantum and you will realise that
it is unequalled in safety, smoothness and
engineering quality.

Standard features:

*
*
*
*

Best speed range and handling available
In-flight trim standard
3 wheel suspension, including drum
brakes
castering front wheel

*

Section S certification. Quantums are sold
around the world.
A test flight, information and video are available
throughout Australia due to the large number sold
last year. Contact Sky Cycles Pty Ltd for further
information.

Full Range of Microlights
Pegasus QUANTUM and XL Tug
AirBorne EDGE 582 AND 503
Longjon VENTURER

Comunica Intercoms
Gold & Beta available (ex-stock) $1250 still
the best

Trike Training Manuals
Instructors, pilots and students should be
using our approved CAA Study Program .
Have you covered the whole CAA syllabus?
Includes practice exams, ROA, BAK &
Extended Ops.

Second Hand Trikes
Large assortment available. Phone for a list.

Video
Information video refundable on Trial
Instructional Flight

Venturer
•
•
•

2 seat Section Strike
800 sold worldwide
excellent speed range

•

$13,620 + freight
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OPERATIONS MANAGER'S
REPORT
LEVEL 1 INSTRUCTOR COURSE
The dates of the next HGFA Instructor
Course have been set: the course will be held
in Perth, West Australia this October 23 to
25 . The course is open to any HGFA pilots
wishing to become an instructor in hang gliding, paragliding or microlighting. Please note
that this course is only one facet of HGFA
Instructor trai ni ng - please refer to Section 7
of the Operations Manual for full details of
Instructor Certificate issue requirements.
Pilots interested should contact me for
further details (my phone numbers are on
page 3 of Skysailor).

WHO MAKES THE RULES
The new Operations Manual has been
approved by the Civil Aviation Safety
Authority (CASA); you should have a copy
by now, ifnot " it is in the mail ". This Manual
contains the current requirements under
which we all must operate.

BRIGHT POWERED
HANG GLIDING
TrUtf PIIDb b~ Mon J\a1..TrlJlr Pllats H.".. Mort FUn-Trlkl

THE ONLY PLACE TO LEARN
at the

Porepunkah Airfield
only 3 hrs North East of Melbourne

All Year Round Teaching
Nothing But the Best!

Trike Pilots have

MORE FUN!
BRIGHT POWERED lIANG GLIDING
The Only Place to Learn

Greg & Rosemary Withers
22 Ashwood Ave, Bright, Vic 3741

Ph (057) 501 555
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I have heard a number of comments
recently which indicate that many of our
pilots do not understand the HGFA's position
in regard to administration of our sports.
Sport aviators in
Australia are granted
various exemptions
from
the
Civil
Aviation Regulations.
These exemptions are
outlined in the various Civil Aviation
Orders (CAO) and
allow us to operate:
without having to
hold a Private
Pilot Licence;
without having to
have our gliders
registered
(though
IntCrolights must be);
without having to
have our aircraft
maintained by a
CASA approved
maintenance officer; and

of risk to pilots and changes are made to pilot
training or operational requirements to
reduce such risk).
For instance, in regard to the Microlight
Tugmaster Endorsement, CASA had stated
that towing another aircraft is tantamount to
passenger carrying and therefore a medical
examination should be required. We argued
that as the weak link and release systems
allow the glider pilot to separate from the tug
in an emergency, a medical should not be
necessary. CASA accepted thi s argument and
the
Operations
Manual was amended accordingly. On
the
other
hand,
CASA would not
accept that an uncerti fied tug could be
used for aerotowing,
hence the requirement for tug certification.

onus is on the
p ifot to ensure that
the wiremen are
constantfy
informing kim!her
of what pressure
they are app fying to
the g[Uer.
'Ifze

exempt us from various other requirements to which GA pilots must adhere.
The CAOs then require us to operate in .
accordance with o ur Operations Manual. To
gain CASA approval, our manual must provide alternatives which take the place of
those regulations from which we are exempted. These include operational , training and
certificate requirements; along with maintenance and equipment standards.
These requirements set out in our
Operations Manual must comply with minimum standards set down by CASA.
Compliance with these standards provides an
acceptable level of safety for our pilots, other
airspace use rs , and most importantly members of the public. O ur Operations Manual
has been written so as not to restrict pilots
any more than is absolutel y necessary. Where
rules or requi rements are deemed to be
unnecessa rily re strictive to our pilots,
attempts are made to change them to be more
reali stic and acceptable to all. CASA will
accept such changes, as long as we can justify them.
There have been many instances where
CASA has allowed us to reduce requirements, and conversely, occasions where the
HGFA has see n it necessary to increase them
(usually when accident trends indicate areas

An
instance
where CASA so ught
to
lI1crease
our
requirements was in
regard to "currency"
for passenger carriage. At CASA's
request, the new
Manual requires that
prior to taking a passenger in gliders or
micro lights, the passenger
carrying
endorsed pilot must
have completed three
flights (in the aircraft
type used) in the preceding 90 day period.
This parallel s requirements in other forms of
aviation . (Where this reference to " aircraft
type" occurs, thi s means hang glider if hang
glider passenger carriage, etc. This does
NOT mean the pilot must fly a tandem glider
solo.)

It is often thought that as HGFA
Operations Manager, I can grant exemptions
from the various requirements of the Manual.
This is not the case, I mu st (as mu st we all)
operate in accordance with the Manual.
Where exemptions to the Manual are sought,
application must be made to CASA. This can
be a protracted and expensive exercise , particularly where an exemption is sought to the
requirements of a CAO. These require the
approval of Federal Parliament and the
Attorney General which can take several
months and cost hundred s of dollars.
To enable the HGFA to administer our
sports, the HGFA Exec utive Director (o n
behalf of the I-IGFA) signs an agreement with
CASA which requires us to fulfil certain
responsibilities. These responsibilities are
laid out in two separate categories, known as
Schedule " A" and Schedule " B" functions.
CASA provide so me funding to assist the
HGFA in fulfilling tho se functions li sted
under Schedule "A ", these are:

SKYSAILOR

Seek to ensure that all members operate
in accordance with the CAOs;
Assist CASA to set and monitor standards for pilots and instructors;
Review the Operations Manual as necessary;
Monitor the operational standards of
members and member clubs and ensure
compliance with the Operations Manual;
Liaise with pilots visiting from overseas
to ensure those pi lots adhere to
Australian standards;
Conduct safety programs;
Examine the results of accident investigations to ensure that current standards
are appropriate;
When requested assist CASA to investigate breaches to the CAOs; and
Seek to ensure that microl ights registered
with the HGFA comply with the airworthiness requirements of CAOs 95.10 &
95.32 .
Functions listed under Schedule "B"
must be carried out by the HGFA without
CASA funding , these are:
Administer a pilot and instructor certification system for hang gliders, paragliders and microlights; and
Maintain a register of microlights operated by members in accordance with CAO
95. \0 or CAO 95 .32 and arrange to have
registration numbers displayed on those
aircraft.
You will notice that the responsibilities
required of the HGFA are many; the degree
of funding assistance from CASA is minimal
($27 000 this financial year). HGFA must
therefore rely on our cl ubs , safety officers ,
duty pilots and members to assist in fulfilling
these obligations.

It has been argued that we should simply
not undertake this agreement with CASA.
Unfortunately the result of this would lead to
either CASA prohibiting us from flying altogether, or introducing a " user pays" system
of regUlating our sport. By far our best alternative is to continue to self-regulate.

SAFETY ALERT - PARACHUTES
As I have said in the past, before having
your parachute repacked it is strongly recommended that you throw it in a simulated
emergency situation. Most clubs organise
nights where pilots can bring their harness
and si mulate parachute deployment. These
nights have brought severa l problems to light
- some pilots have not been able to get their
parachute out at all!
A problem has surfaced with the straight
split pins which are sometimes used to hold
the storage compartment closed. These pins
can jam as the deployment handle is pulled ,
stopping the flaps over the compartment
from falling free and preventing the parachute's removal. It is recommended to
replace these straight pins with either
" banana pins", which are curved to allow
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them to easily be removed. Alternatively the
pins can be replaced with a short piece of
plastic coated wire. Each end of the wire
extends through the loops holding the flaps
closed and the middle section of the wire is
sewn to the deployment handle; it must
extend through the loops sufficiently so as
not to accidentally become dislodged .
Care must be taken when stowing parachutes, the pre-flight check should include
checking parachute security (two accidental
deployments reported in the past few months
support this recommendation).

SHORNCLIFFE SITE
The CASA Sport Aviation inspector for
North East Region , Mr Mark Russell has
passed on notification that flying the small
soaring site at ShornclifTe in Brisbane must
cease. This site is situated within 16 km of
Brisbane airport, within our exclusion zone
at any controlled airport as specified in CAO
95 .8.
I believe local pilots have had verbal
approval from the ai rport operators, unfortunately any exemption to the conditions of the
CAO must be gained from CASA.

LANDING APPROACHES

the glider begins to settle as it loses energy).
Set up a straight final approach, even if your
approach is slightly crosswind, as long as the
glider is on a straight heading with wings
level, a successful landing can be achieved.

WIRE ASSISTED LAUNCHES
Another area (specific to hang gliding
operations) which requires improvement is
when using wire assistants. I note there are
still many pilots failing to communicate with
wiremen (read wirepeople). The onus is on
the pilot to ensure that the wiremen are constantly informing him/her of what pressure
they are applying to the glider. A launch
cannot be attempted if there is a wireman
holding down one wing - as soon as the
pressure is released the wing will lift. Once
the pi lot has the glider balanced and both
wiremen indicate "no pressure", a "clear"
call should be made by the pilot. The pilot
must then pause until the wiremen each
return the "clear" call before launching. This
momentary pause allows the pilot to ensure
that the glider is "balanced" and level before
leaning into the launch. If the pilot cannot
hold and balance the glider without a wing
rising, he/she cannot safely launch. This
period of standing unassisted need only be
for a second - as long as it is enough time to
ensure the glider is balanced.

I have noticed many pilots (of all experience levels) having difficulty executing good
landings. One common problem is that many
hang glider and paraglider pilots leave it too
late to set up their
circuit, and in particular their final
approach .
Whether using the
recommended
standard aircraft
approach or a figure
eight
approach, all too
often I see pilots
leaving their turn
Prize money: $3000 cash (so for)
onto final too late,
resulting in a last
Plus nominations
minute scramble
Plus heaps of prizes!
to get the wings
level. By leaving
a longer final,
Run under HGFA guidelines
more
time
is
available to get
Nomination fee - $120.00
the wings level
Budget
meals, accommodation and
and the glider on a
Happy Hours daily
straight heading,
thus leaving time
The Eungella ramp is being modified to
to concentrate on
beffer cater for poragliders
the roundout and
flare
timing.
Remember
always
look
along the "runway"; do not fixate on the point
which you anticipate landing (this
~
allows
better
judgement of verPHONf 079 584509
FAX 079 584503
tical descent once

tultgella Chalet Mountain J<esort
CHANGE OF DATE: SEPTEMBER COMP
NOW 27TH SEPTEMBER - 4TH OCTOBER

Please book early for accommodation;
bookings are heavy

lVol11il1atiol1s .t rcscrl'tltiol1s
phol1c Rob !al1 Saliba
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ACCIDENTS
No.1
Pilot Experience: 20 years
Aircraft:
High performance hang
glider
Pilot Injury:
Compound fracture to
arm
Aircraft Damage: Minor
Weather
Conditions :
18°C, light & variable
wind
Site:
Mount Buffalo - ramp on
a large granite ramp
above a sheer cliff
Description: The pilot had flown this
site many times over the past 13 years. A
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Yes - you can afford a GPS !
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fhe ~ navigation system we have aeen
for aport aviation. The world's smallest
GPS, lightweight, waterproof. simple to
use, moving m.p display, night light.
easy "one handed" control, tracks up to
~ sateliitee. up to 20 houre use on a eet
of alkaline I>atterlee (inciutAed). Know your
groundepeetA, wind aloft, time to tAeetina tlon. track to fly and more. Follow the "air
road" for elmple no fuse flying. F~EE 12
volt power lead. F~EE mounting kit &
F~EE cs;Iny cover Included. Full AU6trallan warranty (not a grey import). ~

GARMIN GP5 45...

~

NOW$ 749
VERY LIMITED OFFER /I

hang check was
completed , the pilot
rotated the nose
down to the correct
attitude and commenced the take-off
run . The left wing
of the glider was
low as launch was
commenced and as
the pilot continued
to run the ti p
scraped on the rock
beside the ramp. As
he was committed
to the launch and
almost to the end of
the ramp , the pilot
tried to lower the
nose and correct the
left hand turn . He
was unable to prevent the turn continuing
and
the
glider turned back
into the cliff face .
Just prior to impact
the pilot noticed
that he was headed
for a tree on a small
ledge and was able
to flare the glider
into the tree, then
fell onto the ledge ,
breaking his arm.
The small ledge
The Hunter Valley s aero tow scenery. Photo by Paul Gibbs
was
30
metres
below take-off and
prevented the pilot
from
falling the
back over bushes behind the top landing
1500'+ to rock s below. The pilot was lifted
area, encountered turbulence and could not
from the ledge by helicopter.
penetrate headwind . Landed heavily amongst
Comments: Lucky boy! The need to
bushes , hitting ground with chin.
commence the take-off with wings level canComments: Whenever top landing it is
not be overemphasised. Though not indicated
recommended to make one or more "dummy
in this accident report, .it is common for
runs" over the landing area to assess the
pilots to let the nose come up as the run is
approach height required . The differences
initiated , thus leading to a tip dropping.
between coastal fl ying and inland flying
Maintaining pitch control during the transimust be appreciated and caution must be
tion from standing, to walking, to running
taken when outside your norm al area of operand throughout the launch is essential. A
ations. This is particularly a problem for new
smooth acceleration throughout the launch
pilots, it is a must for new pilots to gain an
run is also necessary. It must be remembered
understanding of the differences between
that whil st controlling the glider is paracoastal and inland flying from their instructor
mount, and a " hard run" is desirable, maxiand to di sc uss site specifics with a Safety
mum running speed need only be reached at
Oilicer before !lying.
the poi nt of take-otT - not after two steps .

No.2
Credit Card or COD OK
ANSETf NEXT" DAY" DELIVERY .16

All prlcee C\uoted tax exempt.

ULTRALIGHT FLYING
MACHINES
PO BOX 182. NTH BALWYN. 3104

(03) 9431 - 2131

1.----- _____ •
24 HR FAX (03) 9431-1869
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Pilot Experience: 1000+ hours
High performance hang
A il-uaft:
glider
Pilot InjUl-Y:
Lacerations to chin
Aircraft Damage: Nil
Weather
Conditions:
20 knots
Site:
Coastal site
Descl"iption : Though very experienced ,
this pilot rarely !lies the coast. On attempting
to top land , the pilot set up his landing too far

At the time of this accident the pilot was
considering buying a full face helmet (some
feel full face helmets increase the likelihood
of neck & spinal injury, but I won 't buy into
that argument - my jaw would no doubt be
less lopsided if! had been wearing a full face
helmet back in 1978 when I jaw-butted a
rock).
Fly safely,
Craig Worth

'i'
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* Australian Flight Tours * Paragliding * Hang Gliding * Microlites

ATTENTION PILOTS
LOOKING for something new?
HIGH ADVENTURE AIRPARK:

Has flight sites for all wind directions and we fly and
thermal ALL YEAR ROUND and most sites are within
20 minutes radius. 17 sites in total within one hour
drive.

HIGH ADVENTURE:

Regularly Aero & Winch- tows mid week and on
week-ends.

HIGH ADVENTURE:

Has airstrip and hangar facilities with no ground fees .

HIGH ADVENTURE:

Has accommodation to suit everyone's budget.HIGH
ADVENTURE: Invites all hang gliding, paragliding
and trike pilots to inspect our facilities anytime, or call
us and ask for our Promo video TODAY.

IMPORTANT NOTICE:

High Adventure's TOUR DATES for 1995 for
Paragliding and Hang Gliding are from 2nd
December - 9th December. This year we will travel to
new places and as well there will only be one tour, so
please book early. More details to come.

QUESTION:

What's 1800 feet high, takes south to south-east
winds and you can get there by car and it's only 10
minutes from High Adventure? Call me if you know
the answer.

CALL LEE SCOTT ON 065 565265 for any further info.

PACIFIC HIGHWAY, JOHNS RIVER 2443
PHONE/FAX: (065) 565 265 MOBILE: 018 652 582

September 1995
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by Gilbert Griffith, age 43 going on
17

scratched in the gorge and topped out at 9400
feet (AMSL) for an hour, landed at the interse~,tion on top to save hitching a ride up to
get the car. Won ' t do that again.

% '1vf!J (j uardian
.9tngef ... tfzanR§

The following weekend, 20111182, Col
Batty delivered my new Missile 180. This
was the latest hot ship from the Moyes facto-

part from a few years off for
enjoying other types of bad
behaviour, I have been flying
hang gliders for nearly 20 years , since
1978. My son Marc, who is 17, started
training with Steve Ruffels ' Eagle
School of Hang Glid ing last summer and
obtained his Novice rating in short order.
Together we have worked the same thermal, dodging paragliders and competing
with each other to get to the top of the
stack . This is naturally one of the high
points in my life , and a few people have
asked me to write and share my story.

A

Newer pilots may wonder what it was
like in the early days of hang gliding. It was
fun. It was dangerous. I guess that about
sums it up. I have owned 5 gliders in all , and
the first, a Wings Condor, looked as beautiful
to me as does the latest Xtralite to an
Intermediate pilot today. In it I learned to
stall, parachute, soar in prone, and crash , fortunately with no injuries, to my body anyway. A Wings Kestrel K2 was then bought
and in 1977 I passed my Hang 4 as it was
called. This was shortly after the rating system was invented so a lot of pilots were able
to pass their tests without bothering wi th the
earlier rating levels .
A few of the high points were: First
Buffalo, 9 .03 am 3011011977 , 7.5 minutes
flight to the "Burrs" in the K2 and the same
afternoon flew in gusty conditions at
Myrtleford Hill where I was also confirmed
as a safety officer.
Flew my new Eagle VI for the first time
on 10th February 1980, wait for it _ from
Buffalo, pretty stupid huh? It must have
seemed like a good idea at the time . It' s only
a rumor that I flew this kite to 16,100 feet at
Buffalo; I'm admitting nothing.
Still in the Eagle VI (now with my Hang
5 Rating) but its last flight on 13111182 a very
sti ll day (no wind at all ) at Buffalo when I
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/WE ARE NO lONGER TAkiNG off

take longer to set up . My new Xtralite handles like a dream and performs like a real
eagle. It is easier to land than the Missile and
even has wheels for when a body gets tired .
The whole learning experience is much safer
now, and so quick, almost too quick maybe.
Pilots still sit on the hill more than they fly .
Paragliders.. what can I say. Not for
me , but they are fun to watch , fun to fly
with in the same air. Signposts in the
sky pointing out the thermals. They sit
on the hill and watch more too.
Am laId and bold ? Just old?

iNTO ThE wild blUE YONdER; ThE

Except for one crash-aborted take
off in the Condor in 30 MPH winds
(1976) I have not had to replace any part
YEARS of EXPERiENCE TO dRAW ON
of any glider, even a down tube, touch
wood. I have less than three hours airANd ThE dANGERS hAVE bEEN
time at coastal sites. I still like hammerPRETTY wEll MAPPEd
heads , whipstall s and wingovers , but no
more loops, or tail-wind take-offs . I am
OUT fOR T~ EM. //
wary of towing, although it seems to
have proven fairly safe. I am reluctant to
get my towing endorsement as long as I
can still run to take off. I reckon I can
ry and had been winning all the comps in
keep flying a hang glider for another 20 or 30
1982 all over the world . I remember the feelyears, then I'll try sailplanes .
ing as I took off for the first time at
We are no longer taking off into the wild
Porepunkah Hill and pushed out in lift, and
blue
yonder; the unknown . New pilots have
kept pushing out and pushing out climbing
our years of experience to draw on and the
like I could hardly believe, Two hours in the
dangers have been pretty well mapped out
air for that flight and 7000 feet. The next day
for them . They will not fly at all in condi9900 feet , two and a half hours in blue skies
tions we once thought mandatory for soaring,
from Buffalo, flew to Myrtleford and Happy
but some can thermal cross country after half
Valley. What a buzz .
a season 's lessons.
Last flight in the Missile on 18th
Marc has flown four of five types of glidFebruary 1995 flew from Mystic to Buffalo
ers and now has an XL 165. He has stayed up
and back , 6910 ' height and 1400 fpm up
for 2 hours and flown halfway to Harrietville
logged on the new varia; a nice hour 's flying.
and back in one flight. He 's only got about
This glider has 43 hours logged , and has
10 hours total airtime so far. We think nothnever been wet.
ing of flying Bright Hill with 25 paragliders
First flight Xtralite 147 at Mystic (Bright
and half a dozen other hang gliders all
Hill) and this machine really fangs. Maxed
together in the same lift. It 's bloody hard on
out at 4800 feet over Clear Spot, best up rate
the neck though . Steve RufTels still flies for
1800 fpm, time .9 hours. My son Marc flew
fun . His daughter Sarah is a natural , and has
for I hour 10 minutes in a Mars 150, merde.
put in a solid first season . My friend Jack
My younger son James , (12) , crashed his
Anders and hi s younger son Heath qualitied
brains out on his mountain bike after riding
for their Novice certificates this year, in the
down from take off, he 's OK , but totalled his
same school as Marc and Sarah.
helmet and can 't remember what happened.
My thanks to John Langmead who I fly
So what has changed? You may ask . The
with a lot and who encouraged me to fly
gliders are a great deal better, they are easier
more lately.
to fly, and much safer. They still look amazI doesll i gel allY better Ihall this fo lks. 'l
1
ingly beautiful , even on the ground , but they

UNkNOWN. NEW pilOTS hAVE OUR
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StrathaLbyn Spring Fiyin, SA
5 October 1995
Fly in your twin , single, trike, ultralight,
gyro or heli for a great day of grass roots aviation . Fly-bys , aeros, tyre kicking , drinks ,
hangar flying , food , trial flights and more.
For more information ,
Dewar 085 362070

contact

Don

Get WeLL Message
Steve Hocking, a well-known identity
from the Sydney flying scene, has recently
spent 3 weeks in hospital and is expected to
spend another 2 months convalescing in bed .
The message from pilots is a loud "Get Well
Soon" ! Well wishers can contact Steve
through the Northern NSW region , address
on page 3 of Skysailor.

Product News
Roochutes Australia
First off the ramp is the amazi ng posi ti ve
response to the range of Roochutes reserve
parachutes. We had initially counted on seiling only a small amount of the reserves .
However we never expected the demands for
the parachutes . We had to employ a Master
Parachute Rigger to keep up the demand.
We have deleted the 18 ft reserves from
the range as we felt that the canopies wee
just a little bit too small. Not so much for the
origi nal purchaser but for the thi rd or fourth
owner. Now as a general rul e we ask for the
pilot's weight including harness , radio , helmet, cut lunch and water bag. We also ask for
the surface area of the glider. The worst case
scenario is that the glider folds up both sides
and the descent rate becomes almost terminal
(about 120 mph , vertical , believe me , it happens! !)
So, in all, we manufacture three models
of hang glider reserves and three models of
paragliding reserves.
In the field of R&D we are doing preliminary research on a new reserve parachute
that will reduce the opening time by about
30%. To do the impossible we had to go back
to the drawing board and completely rediscover the wheel. The biggest problem was
not the gore shape or size but the type of fabric. The normal fabric is especially designed
for parachute manufacture and has been on
the market for about 15 years . We needed to
push the parameters of the fabric further so
we we nt back to the manufacturer of the raw

wich cloth is used on the trailing edge. The
leading edge has a new cloth, SPOS Kevlar.

We have received a roll of
the new fabric from the mill
this last week and plan to cut
out a test canopy for drop testing as soon as possible.

Sandwich cloth is a laminated cloth
which has the appearance and wear characteristics of dacron with a soft feel which does
not retain the pack up wrinkles after packing
up . The sandwich trailing edge cloth, TLSS,
has lower stretch characteristics than dacron
resulting in an increase in trailing edge tension . This increase in trailing edge tension
holds the trailing edge lower at speed resulting in a decrease in drag.

We have not received any
feedback from owners of
Roochutes reserve parachutes . In particular,
we would like any information on any
deployments, and any responses from other
pilots would be appreciated .
If any pilot requires a fact sheet on
Roochutes reserves and reserves in general ,
we would be only too happy to fax a copy of
at the very least, post a copy.
Blue Skies

Barry Lewis, Roochutes Australia Pty Ltd.
PO Box 125 Wynllum Qld 4178, phone 07
3934409 and/ax 073486880.

The Blade Race
AirBorne 's design team has recently
finalised the Race version of the popular
Blade high performance hang glider. The
Race version boasts a better high speed glide,
improved handling co-ordination and a sink
rate comparable to gliders with considerably
larger sai l area.

Kevlar SPOS has excellent stretch characteristics and features a bias stabilising weave
of technora which gives added support
between the ribs on the leading edge . The
result is a more defined airfoil at speed with
associated performance benefits. The cloth
looks great and is very durable.
New sail patching has been designed to
disperse the loads in high tension areas
which, used in conjunction with the new generation cloths results in an increased life
expectancy of the glider.
The Blade Race is standard with TLSS
sandwich trailing edge and SPOS Kevlar
leading edge cloths.

So what is the difference between the
Blade and Blade Race ?

A combination of stiffer leading edges
and a new airfoil produces a more balanced
span wise lift distribution. The new airfoil
minimises " wind in" and allows the pilot to
push out more on a bank which leads to a
faster climb rate when thermalling.

The main visual difference on the Blade
Race is the sail. A high performance sand-

The improved co-ordination and increase
in both glide and climb performance have

Blade Specifications
BLADE Race 132

BLADE Race 141

BLADE Race 153

METRIC

IMPERIAL

METRIC

IMPERIAL

METRIC

IMPERIAL

SAlLAREA

12.28sq
metSf

132.q ft

13.12.q
metSf

141 .q ft

14.25 sq
meter

153 sq ft

WINGSPAN

9 .36

3O.70f_

9.71 m

31 .86 feet

10.12m

33.20 feel

ASPECT RATIO
NOSE ANGLE

7.20

7.20

7.20

128d11gren

128deqr....

128degreee

82%

82%

82 %

Z5

29

31

DOUBLE SURFACE %
BATTENS
GUDER WEIGHT

2811a

ASSEMBL Y TlIoIE

62 DOund

33 ko

7mln

73 DOund

35ko

7mln

77DOund
7mln

PACK UP LENGTH

5.3 meter

17.39 fee4

5.5 meier

18.05 faat

5.7 meter

18.101aet

SHOOT PACK LENGTH

3.7 meter

12.14 feet

3.9 meter

12.801eet

4.0_

13.12 feet

llG-l87

65-105 kg

143-231
pound.

~120kg

176-264
pounds

RECOMMENDED
PILOT HOOK IN
WEIGHT RANGE
Oncludes Equipment)
VNE (Veloclt)'
Exceed)

Nevor to

VA ( Mulmum rough
air manouvSflng

5~kg

pound.

86 kmIh

54 mph

86kmlh

54 mph

86km1h

54 mph

74 kmIh

46 mph

74 kmlh

46 mph

74 kmIh

46mpll

speed)

ConySfslons: ·2.205kglpound • 25.4mmllnch • 1.609km1mlle
• Va Test..-cl II:
Vne Test
1.816

=
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material with the specifications that we were aiming for.
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helped contribute to the Blade Race 's initial
1995 competition success which include: 1st
NSW & WA Sate Titles, 1st Flatter than
Flatlands, 1st & 2nd Brazilian Nationals, 1st
& 3rd Japanese Nationals, 1st & 2nd
Japanese '1keda" comp, 2nd European
Masters, 1st & 2nd Hobbs Tow Meet USA.
The Blade Race maintains all the fast setup features which have become a trademark
of all AirBorne gliders. It can, as with all
AirBorne gliders, be assembled flat or on the
control frame .
Please call for further information or to
organise a test flight. Contact details are
shown on the back page in our product
advertisement.

The New Moyes "Flex" Harness
The new harness from Moyes is the
result of extensive research for a comfortable, ergonomic and aerodynamic harness. A
great deal of time was spent designing the
harness to allow the pilot to rotate from a
prone to an upright position with minimal
effort.

It is named "Flex" because it does not
have a back frame. This allows the pilot full
mobility on the ground and in the air.
However, the Flex does have three wide
sp reader bars to reduce pressure points
caused by the suspension lines.
The Flex is a front entry "vest" type harness with a front mounted parachute container. The Flex also has an in-flight head up tilt
adjuster rope on the right side. The pockets
are plentiful, ergonomical , and aerodynamically shaped . It comes with a 6" x !O" x 2"
side pocket and a small pocket located above
the parachute container that are both accessible in flight, a back pocket that's ideal for a
camel back water pocket, dual camera and
radio side pockets, and a full length pocket

Winter Hibernation Address
for your
"01' Eagle E\:jes"
flight glasses,
Electronic Tow Meters
and
9kybox varios

Denis Cummings
PO Box 13
PERI9HER VALLEY
N9W 2824

Ph/fax 084 575'ln
18

large enoug h to fit the glider bag, padding
and straps.
The Flex construction is detailed and
robust. It incorporates full continuos webbing reinforcement throughout the harness . It
also comes standard with a 5000 kg112000
Ibs steel carabiner and leather reinforced
boot. The Flex comes in a variety of colours
and it made to your size. Colours include fluoro pink, red, fluoro o range, fluoro yellow,
yellow, green, dark blue, electric blue, purple, light purple, magenta, si lver and black.
Call Moyes
3875622.

Delta

Gliders

on
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1995 Volunteer Involvement
Program Recognition Awards

,v1

Volunteer s
and fund-raising
are
the
two
mam
ingredien ts tha t keep
many sport and SPORT .\. REOEATION
recreation
organisations on the rail s, and without them
many clubs would and have folded.

0LUtmER
INVOO'EMENT
PROGRAM

In its endeavours to all eviate the endless
burden of fundraising drives, one enterprising club decided to pool their resources and
go into business.
Last year the Margaret River Hockey
Club in Western Australia formed a kind of
syndicate and utilising the many ta lents and
trades of their committee members and people involved with the club, leased and completely renovated a kiosk at the Jewel Caves.
Formerly the Jewel River Kiosk, the
structure has had a complete face-lift and a
slight name change - Care Jewel.
The extensive renovations were carried
out by tradesmen and ha ndymen and women
within the club, with an electrici an the only
paid worker amongst the group.
Club President, Mark Harrison believes
the club is fortunate in having such an enterprising bunch of people willing to give their
time freely to make the venture work.
"We ' re reall y luck y with the people
involved in the club", he said . "Thcy ' rc a
really switched on group and having a Club
Secretary who's and architect as well as
Chris Wilcox is a bonus - he was really the
driving force behind the project. "We also
have an accountant in Terry Wi se , our
Treasurer, so he makes sure everythi ng 's running smoothl y for us. "

The Volullteer Illvolvemellt Program is a
joillt lIaliollal program of the Australiall
Sports Commissioll, Australiall Society of
Sport Admillistrators, COllfederation of
Australian Sport, and State Departmellts of
Sport & Recreatioll.

Posters Available
have copies of the June 1995 centresp read of Skysailor. They are the same size

as the magazine ie A3. For you r copy, please
send $ 1 for each poster plus $4 to cover posting and packing to Skysai lor, PO Box 40 I,
Alstonville NSW 2477 .

New FA! World Record Attempts
Class 0-3 Paraglider
Pilot Name: Kat Thurston; Country: UK ;
Glider: To be Advised ; Site : Piedrahita
(Spain); Type of Record: Straight di stance to
goal ; Category: Feminine; Performance: 169
km; Date: 20 July 1995; Previous World
Record: 149.8 km (Kat Thurston - 25. 11 .94)
Pilot Na me: Pierre Bouillloux; Country:
France; Glider: UP Competition 29sqm; Site:
Finhaut (Switzerland); Type of Record: Out
and return distance; Category: General;
Performance: 170 km; Date: 3 August 1995;
Previous Wor ld Record: 1334.9 km (Xavier
Remond - 13.5.92)

Class 0-1 Hang glider
Pilot Name: Helmut Denz; Country:
Germany; Glider: to be advised; Site: Saint
Andre des Alpes (F rance); Type of Record:
Distance around a triangular course;
Category: General ; Performallce: 197 km ;
Date: 3 August 1995; Previous World
Record: 196. 1 km (James GLee - 4.7 .91)
The above details are provisional. When
all evidence required has beer, received and
checked, the record will be homologated (if
appropriate).

New FA! World Records
Class 0-3 Paraglider
Pilot Na me: Marko Novak; Country:
Slovenia; Glider: Condor Tornado C; Site:
Kuruman airfield (South Africa); Type of
Record: Straight distance to a declared goal ;
Ca tegory: General; Performance: 220.7 km;
Date: 13 December 1994; Previolls World
Record: 182.5 km (Masahi ro Minegishi &
Etsushi Matsuo - 28.12.92)
Pilot Name: Alex Louw; Country : South
Africa; Glider: Apco Xtra 30; Site: Kuruman
airfield (South Africa); Type of Record:
Straight distance to a declared goal;
Ca tegory: General; Performance: 250.2 km ;
Date: 18 December 1994; Previous World
Record: 220.7 km (Marko Nova k - 13. 12.94)
Pilot Name: Gerard Flo rit; COllI/try:
France; Glider: Advance Omega 3 26; Site:
Revard , Savoie (F rance); Type of Record:
Speed around a 25 km triangular cou rse;
Ca tegory: General; Performance: 19.77
km/h; Date: 10 May 1995; Previous World
Record: 17.33 km/h (Eri c Oddy - 28.7.94)
Pilot Na me: Gerard Florit; COllntry:
France; Glider: UP P ickup L; S ite: Revard ,
Savoie (France); Type of Record: Speed over
a 25 km triangular course; Ca tegory:
Multiplace; Passellger: Isabell e Sigwa lt;
Performallce: 19.42 km/h; Date: 30 July
1995 ; Previolls World Record: NEW 'i'
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INTRODUCTION
elcome to what will be , depending upon our workload, a
monthly feature in which we will discuss a number of
issues that we hope will be of interest to the advancing
pilot. We intend to cover such topics as glider design, the manufacturing process, materials technology, certification, marketing and
promotion , dealer responsibilities , glider maintenance etc. Along
with anything else that occurs during our day to day business as a
glider manufacturer that we feel will be of benefit in the educational or anecdotal sense .

W

~
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We encourage you to both constructively comment on the
information presented here and to put forward topics that yo u
would like to see covered in future columns. Letters or faxes (042
943 381) could be sent directly to us here at Enterprise Wings
(Attn. Bryan Hayhow) It will not be possible to perhaps answer all
mail received nor cover all questions , indeed perhaps we will raise
more than we answer but we will endeavour to do so where the discussion will be informative for the greater body of pilots. That
being the case let's begin with the relevance of competition flying
to the typical recreational pilot.
We have recently returned from Ager Spain where the FA!
World Championships were held . Some two hundred pilots representing around thirty-five countries flew tasks up to 140 km in
length in the foothill s of the Pyrenees over a two week period.
These events are held every two years on average depending upon
whether or not they swap hemispheres and of course the next titles
will be decided in Forbes in early 1998. Our teams efforts are funded by a combination of Australian Institute of Sports grants, HGFA
competition allocations and money generated by fundraising activities within the hang gliding and general community at large. Each
pilot would also receive varying form s of financi al support from
their respective manufacturers who also generally assist to some
degree the various personnel who perform the support roles nece ssary.
Major competitions of thi s nature then , it is obvious, require
both a great deal of money and time to participate in . As a manufacturer it is always the case that we have to apportion the se commodities very carefully in order to maximi se our return s and fur-

ther our business alln s Competition flY1I1g especially at this level
forms a major part of our promotional activities not only for the
obvious reason that good results impart a credibility with which to
justify the earlier claims we have made upon the release of our last
high performance glider range.

It is also an opportunity for our pilots to make direct performance comparisons with other gliders in all aspects of flying in
order to benchmark our own research and design assumptions.
Depending upon our product cycle we are either checking how our
new model is performing, in mid cycle watching our competitors
new developments or as was the case in Spain thi s year working
with prototypes with a view to refining our design immediately
prior to release. Large gatherings of gliders also allow us to look at
the current technological and hardware developments and where
appropriate either purchase these directly from the manufacturers
concerned or to refine the concepts before incorporating them into
our own design process.
The large number of interested spectators at these meets is of
great value in developing relationships with many of the other partie s involved in our industry. One can meet one's manufacturing
colleagues which often leads to all sorts of possibilities ranging
from purchasing or selling of parts to joint marketing and manufacturing ventures. Editorial staff and photographers from most of the
important trade publication s are usually in abundance and important to li aise with for promotional reasons as well as simply to
make one's self known . Recreational pilots are represented in the
crowd and they give us an opportunity to do a little market research
on an informal ba sis which can acquaint one very quickly with the
individual nuances of one's export market places as well as allowing us to find out how the market perceives us and or our distributor.
You can perhaps appreciate now that in terms of the promotional and research and design areas, in market liai so n and self critical
appraisal, competitions of this magni tude , particularly when held in
s uch key market places as Europe, are of great value to us.
Ultimately enabling us to develop contacts, experience, and further
develop our range of gliders, all eventually to the benefit of you ,
the pilot.

.....................................................................................................
ENTERPRISE WINGS
INDUSTRY NEWS

the gliders will be debuted
Queensland competitions.

at

the

New Pricing
New High performance
glider!!!!!!! !
September will see the relea se of our
new high performance glider the ELITE.
Featuring a new plan form , new batten profile , new frame and using the sophisticated
Finsterwalder and Wills Wing fittings it
represents a big evolutionary step in design
from the successful Desire series. Work
will begin on the small size immediately
and we would hope to have this availab le
by November 1995.
Performance compari sons with the
Desire show a signi ficantly improved glide
at top speed , slightly improved climb and
increased roll rate while maintaining the
superb coordination of the last series. We
expect first production model s to be available from the begi nni ng of Septem ber and

Having held our existing prices for two
years we will be issuing significantly higher pricing for all gliders as of 12 September
1995 . Glider orders received after thi s date
will be at the new pricing. Over the last six
month s to a year a great numbcr of our suppliers have increased their prices to us and
the sig ni ficant depreciation in the strength
of our dollar has also increased the large
number of materials we purchase overseas.
The greatest impetus for a price rise has
unfortuna tel y come from the DHV in
Germany who have increased by 60% their
te sting fees. This is due to their need to
recover their own increased costs and also
the greatly increa scd pitch tcsting required
since the introduction or pitch compensa tors.

World Championship Results
Mark Newland and Mike Zupanc competed at the recent World Championships in
Ager, Spain. Both pilots were flying prototype s of the new Elite glider and were very
happy with its competitiveness. Top end
s peed and glide were comparable with
every other glider at the meet and climb
was greatly improved. Mike finished a very
creditable 3rd A ustral ian and 21st overall.
Mark after being very highly placed early
in the meet landed out on a very crucial day
and finished 32nd overall. Reactions to the
glider were very favourable from all concerned .

Glider specials
Don ' t forget with s ummer coming on
we have a selection of used , demo and ex
competition gliders which offer substantial
savings. Please call us for detail s.

Regards from the Enterprise Team
Phone: 042 942052

Sometimes I Fly Like
An Emu
By Robin Dawson

I hate to admit it to myself but I'm
really not that great a pilot. I'm cautious. I get airsick. And I suffer from
terrible anxiety from the moment I
think about going flying to a few
minutes after take-off. I don ~ like
landing much either. But I love the
flying part.
I remember my
instructor,
Ro ss,
talking to me over
the radio when I ' d
done my first 15
minute soar, " You
can come down
now, Robin . That's
15
minutes .. .
Robin ... Robin! Are
you all right?"
I had tried to
press the talk button
with my chin but I
just couldn ' t. I had
to let go of th e base
bar with one hand which meant certain
death of course .
"No."

fly. They don ' t mind a bit of country music
here in Mt Isa so it blends in quite nicely and
no-one knows the real reason . And I ' m sure
my secret is safe with the members!
My airtime is so low due to lack of
opportunity, adverse conditions , unsociable
shiftwork and cowardice. I even did a PHG
course on the Sunshine Coast 18 months ago .
After all , they're the people with the airtime,
but it rained and rained. I got 6 hours up
though and Bob Silver was marvellous (I'll
be back to finish the course Bob) but calling

contort to clear rocks, hurdle speargrass and
so on, is a sight to behold. And it's so fast
and they never fall. "If only they could fly," I
think. But if they could, would they run?
And would I be in awe?
A weekend or so ago there wasn ' t much
happening so I decided to try my PG out.
Most of the take-offs here are pretty rough
and small and only accommodate HG but at
the top of my favourite hill there ' s a smoothish area just big enough to spread out the
canopy and do an Alpine launch . Then 20 m
of speargrass and rocks to cross and a lovely
gentle slope, perfect for those of us who are a
little out of practise. Now for those of you
who don't know the Outback very well , running through speargrass is a very painful
business. If anyone has stuck a few sewing
needles into their shins and wiggled them
around you ' ll have a fair idea what it' s like.
The people who came were those I go fishing
and pigging with . They like bloodsports and
thought that this was the nearest they would
get to it that weekend .
Conditions
were very light but
gentle thermals were
regular and I thought
that it was a POSSIble.
In the car John
Denver and I were
doing the usual duet
" Sometimes I fly
like an eagle , I go
high igh igh igh igh
ooh".

A terri ble noise
but good for my
nerves. And then we
were there and I was
ready and there was
a rustle in the speargrass and I went for
" What's
the
it. "Ooh . Ow. Agh ," I
matter?"
yelped as the grass
Robill Dawson climbs oul over outback Queensland
Could I cheat
did its worst to my
death twice and talk to
My
friends
legs.
him again. "I'm scared."
strolled alongside as I did my emu impresit The "Sunshine" Coast is just a ruddy great
Ross must have accidentally left his finsion at running through the rough stuff, legs
lie so what can you do!
ger on the button because I heard a lot of
all over trying not to trip on the rocks while
Why 90% of Australians live on the coast
laughing. "Stay up a while longer. Get used
avoiding the grasses . And then the hill fell
I don ' t know. Here a traffic jam is 3 cars .
to it. "
gently away. And so did I. I just never took
There 's a 200 m chimney belching out smoke
off. Just scrambled down the hill , canopy
So I did but the first wave of nausea hit
which is my wind indicator. It rarely rains .
inflated and flying, tripping on rocks and
and I decided that being dashed to death on
It's almost always flyable - often perfect for
being dragged through speargrass. Once or
the rocks below was far preferable. That
soaring, thermalling or towing, but the hightwice when I pulled on the brakes I would
never actually happened . Nor did it nearly
est hill is only 100 m. You have to walk up it
rise a few inches above the slope and
happen. And that 's because these things actuand it's stinking hot most of the time. My
believed that I could flyaway but it didn't
all y fly themselves . All pilots do is create
few flights have been quite modest but still
happen. The canopy surged a little and my
drag and get in the way of some lovely aerothrilling.
legs pedalled as fast as they could to keep me
dynamics. Oh, and point it in the right direcThere 's more to the Outback though if
upright and then suddenly it was all over. I
tion. At least that 's all I do. After 4 years and
you know where to go and my in-laws thankwas down and I collapsed the canopy behind
a woefully low airtime in both HG and PG I
fully do. ' Roos , camels, pigs, emus. One sees
me.
still get the above symptoms but I've develthem all. As we drive along the dirt roads to
oped my own little system to deal with the
Then the pain came . A thousand shoots
our destination an emu or ten will run alonganxiety. I psych myse lf up with music .
of speargrass broken off and embedded in my
side the ute at tremendous speed . Where the
There' s a John Denver song, "Sometimes I
jeans and boots. Behind me, " You can keep
ground is smooth they are really graceful but
fly like an eagle ," which , if I play it over and
your flying . I'd rather keep my feet on the
when it gets a bit rough , and some of it is
over again, sort of convinces me that I can
ground." And much laughter. I was too
really rough , the angles to which their legs
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bewildered to say anything. What had happened? Someone thrust a can of beer into my
hand and automatically I drank it.
"You can have another one if you do it
again." More hilarity.
Then two things happened at once. The
next thermal came through, just a breeze at
ground level , and someone grabbed a handful
of canopy and said, "What do we do with
this?" It filled like a parachute, pulled me
over and dragged me away as I reached for a
line to pull.
''Look out. He's going back for another
go. "

It was only a few metres of course before
I stopped but it was another thousand spears
and not all in my legs. I lay there for what
seemed like an eternity. My "friends " sank a
few more tinnies before ambling over. You
don't rush in the bush. It just wasn ' t practical
to pull the speargrass out of my clothes so I
had to strip ofT down to my jocks (which
were fresh on that morning; not bad for a
Porn) and hobble to the car. There I was, all
white and bleeding from 2 thousand puncture
wounds and my friends loved it. They played
John Denver and sang, " Sometimes I fly like
an emu, I go flying low oh oh oh oooh agh
eeeh." It wasn ' t funny.
Back in town I watched the chimney
smoke . On normal days it goes way way up
and disappears. That day it just hung around
and sank slowly down. I wonder ifI took ofT
in a weak thermal which expired at the top of

I
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Robillturning right after take-off at "The Rock ", Townsville

the hill and sank slowly back down . I've
been back to take-ofT and I' ve flown down
without any problem. It's on the corner of the
hill and facing SE, the prevailing wind direction. There 's a nice face to get lift but it just
doesn ' t happen there. Walk along either side
where the face is much larger and there 's
much more wind - but no launch.
Last weekend we went bush again. Every
time we saw an emu the heads would be out

!

of the car windows , "Give up Robin . You'll
never take-ofT." " I know somebody else who
can ' t fly." And the one I like best , ''We don't
take eggs when we go camping. Robin lays
them for us when we get there."
They just don't care, unlike my fellow
emus, I mean, pilots , who will be glad to
know my puncture wounds are healing nicely. 'i

l
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Win a free Trip for Two to the World Air
Games in Turkev

y

~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~

~
(lJ)
(lJ)
~
World
Air
Games
Logo
Contest
~
~
~ The Federation Aeronautique Internationale (FAI) is holding an Open International Competition/or
~
an original logo deSign/or the FAI World Air Games. This logo will be
~
used/or each set of games held eery four years starting in 1997.
~
~
Free trip for Two to the 1997 World Air Games in Turkey
~ First Place
US $200 =
Second Place
~
Third
Place
US
$100
=
~
=
~
~
The Logo entries must convey the essential spirit of flight and air sport.
~ The air sport disciplines include: balloons and airships, model aeroplanes, hang gliders and paragliders, ~~
general aviation aeroplanes, aerobatic aeroplanes, parachuting, gliders, rotorcraft, microlights and spacecraft. ~
=
~
Signed entries must submitted to FAI no later than 1 February 1996.
~
~
~
~
~
For official entry form, send stamped, self-addressed envelope to
~
~~
Skysailor, PO Box 401, Alstonville NSW 2477.
~

I
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By Godfrey Wen ness

~

diO repeaters can be very handy (or
even save your life) by putting you in
ontact with others when direct communications are not possible , so its worth
knowing how they work and what their coverage is. For the ignorant however they can
be a source of frustration and worse still a
great way to give our sport bad PR.

Simply put, a repeater relays your
transmission, as you make it, for others to hear even if they are not in
direct (I ine of sight) radio contact
with you . UHF repeaters are usuall y
placed in a prominant location to provide the best and widest line of sight
radio coverage possible . They can be
on a tower, mountain, city building,
grain sil o etc. Some well located
repeaters have a ground coverage that
exceeds IOOkms. In air co verage is
much greater as will be seen later. The
repeaters are operated by local public
and commercial interest groups usually for the benefit of the community as
a whole - and that includes us I
A repeater basically consists of two
linked UHF radios and works by receiving
your transmi ssion on one channel - known as
the input channnel - and simultaneously
retransmitting it on another - the output
channel (see diagram). The input channels
are 31 - 38 and the outputs are the corressponding channels 1 - 8. Most modern
UHF radios have a switch that enables the
radio to use repeaters . When switched on to
'DUP' (for Duplex) or 'RPT', your radio , if
on a channel between I and 8 (the onl y channels this function is programmed to work
on), will transmit on the corressponding
input channel between 31 - 38, and receive
on the channel selected . So, if yo u are on
channel 3 and switched to ' DUP ', your radio
would automatically tran smit on
channel 33 and receive on channel 3. Some radios actua ll y
show this by a change in the displayed channel number depending on whether you are tran smi tting or receiving. As such,
repeaters are al so often designated by their out/in channel
pairs as for example ' Griffith
3/33' . In the accompanying list
you will notice a 3 letter identifier for each repeater. It is this
ID which IS automatically
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broadcast in morse code every now and then .
Some state of the art repeaters use computer
generated voice for these IDs. Repeaters also
have a preprogrammed ' time-out' function to
stop damage to equipment by being locked
on for too long. The 'time-out' varies (usually over one minute) and once tripped will put
the repeater ofT the air for a while to let it
cool down. Output power of repeaters varies

".. .ifyou are at 5000jt over Manilla,
your heavy breathing, due to that
damn VOX (voice activated mic they should be banned I) staying
locked on, will be heard loud and
clear over % of NSW - from Orange
to the Qld border 1
H

repeater (if there is one) will hear your aerial
chatter direct (and you will hear the repeater
output clear as a bell with all their complaining). If you use ch 33 (regardless of whether
your radio is in ' SIM' or 'DUP' mode), then ,
although you may not hear all the locals
complaining, they will all hear you , as you
are on the input to the repeater and coming
out loud and clear on ch 3 ! It usually won ' t
take long for some smart cocky to work out
that you are using the input and give
you a serve of his best country expletives.
The above situation happens regularly, as pilots think that ch 36 (or whatever) is amazingly quiet, and to their
knowledge there is no 6/36 repeater in
the area. But once in the air that call at
cloud base on ch 36 is more than likely
being inputed to a repeater for country
folk to hear for many hundreds of kilometers around . Don ' t be led into a false
sense of security by not being able to
access a repeater on the ground . A
thousand or so feet up can bring many
into range and on the same channel !
For example if you are at
over
Manilla, your heavy breathing, due to
that damn VOX (voice activated mic - they
should be banned !) staying locked on, will
be heard loud and clear over Y. of NSW fro m Orange to the Qld border!

sooon

but is usually anywhere between Sand 20
watts. When using a repeater by keying the
mic. button you will notice a short period of
quiet before the repeater turns ofT after you
let go of the mic. or have finished speaking .
This is called the 'tail' and there is no need
to wait for it to stop for someone to speak
next.
One can see from the above channel
splitting that it is important not to use a
repeater channel for direct or ' Simplex '
comms. If you select 'SIM' (for Simplex) on
the radio then all transmit and receive will be
on the selected channel. So if you are using
ch 3 in ' Simplex ' mode with other pilots ,
everyone in the area that is using the ch 3

The mOl'al of the story is DON'T use
repeater channels in simplex mode (input
or output) for air to air comms. Only use
the channels in 'DUP' mode and for situations where direct comms. are not possible
- such as retreives - by using the repeater.
Also keep your overs short and business
like - our image is being assessed by possibly thousands of people!

It is handy sometimes to check for direct
reception by switching to the input channel.
If you can hear the person talking on the

Output Ch3

Input Ch.D

Fig.1: UHF Repeater Operation
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it. A tell tale sign of whether you are 'making' the repeater is, bearing in mind what
I've just said, the quality of the signal (or
output) from the repeater. If the 'tail' is
rough and scratchy while others are talking,
then it is very likely that your signal 'in' will
be a great deal worse and probably unusable.
I have highlighted 'tail' here because the
input signal of other users may also be poor
and thus not indicate your reception of the
repeater itself - so listen for the clearness of
the 'tail'. Usually if you can ' kerchunk ' (in
radio lingo) or activate the repeater (by listening for the return ' tail' of its transmis-

repeater input then you do not need to use the
repeater as direct communications is possible. In this case tell the other party to switch
to a clear 'simplex' channel (ie: any channel
from 9 - 30) that you have determined is not
being used by someone else. Be aware of
reception changes if on the move though.
An often despised quirk of repeaters is
the "you can hear them but they can't hear
you" syndrome. The repeater with its high
location, gain antenna, and sometimes higher
output power is heard by you but your signal
just does not have enough ' punch ' to activate

sion), then you have a good chance of being
heard . If not then find a better location . If
that's not possible, due to terrain or an injury
perhaps, try listening in on the input channel
as maybe someone is in a better position to
you directly than the repeater is. If you hear
someone on the input channel, some fast
channel switching is needed as you will have
to transmit in simplex on the output channel
(because that's where your good buddy 's
radio is listening in 'DUP' mode). Try and
get the person to swi tch over to the repeater
input channel so you can talk without fast
channel changing to hear the replys or, better

CB UHF REPEATER LIST
NEW SOUTH WALES

~

TownlLocallty

~

Tgwn/Locallty

WAR04
YNGo.

Warialda
Young

GREOe
GRFOB
KEM08
MEROe
MUROa
NAROS
ROB08
TBcoe
URA08
WAL08
WOYOS

Gresford • near Dungog
near Grafton
Kemps.y
near Merimbula
Tomewin
Narrandera
lIIawarra
Tooleybuc
Uralla • near Armidale
Walcha
Kariong

TownlLOCI!lIty
BELOl
BHIOI
BINOl

CHANNEL 1
Belbora
Broken HIM
Bingara

80801

Harden

BREOl
BRHOl
BUNl
CHTOI
COROI
DNOOI
GREOl
GUYOl
JINOI
KGLOl
MBIOI
MRTOl
MTEOl
NEEOl
NIMOl
NYNOl
RYLOl
SYDOl
ULAOI
WAG01
WGTOl
BER02
BAH02
CAN02
EDN02
GDH02
INV02
KHN02
KOS02
KUR02
LGW02
LlS02
MAC02
NBA02
NOW02
PAR02
WAL02
WAN02
WBD02
VRB02

Brewarrina
near Broken Hm
near Merrlwa
Chal1estown

eorowa

Deniliquin
Grenfell
Guyra
near Jlndabyne
Kyogle
Moonbl
Wilcannia
MtEagle
Dubbo
Nimmitabel
Nyngan
Ryleslone
Sydney
Ulladulla
Wagga
Walgen
CHANNEL 2
near Gloucester
Broken Hill
Cano" • West of Grafton
8aga/Eden
Gunnedah
Inverell
Khancoban
near Thtedbo
Sydnay • Blacktown
MILamble
near Byron Bay
Port Macquarie
W . . Weal Narrabr1
Nowra
Partie.
Walcha

~::::.~~

BAR06
BON06
COF06
COL06
GGG06
LGW08
MAL06
MTG06
MUM06
NAR06
NEW06
ROB06
TUM06
WAL06
WENOS

CHANNELl
naar Narrabrt
Bonshaw . Q/NSW border
Coifs Harbour
Oakey
Glengary
lHhgow
Mallanoanea
Bowral
Mumbulla Mountain
Narromlne

~~~~Range

CHANNEL 3
near Orange
Casino
MtKophl
Dungog
Braidwood
Griffith
Murrun.llldl
Manilla
Mot. .
Tubramurra Shire
Ea.t of Atmidale
Hay
Sydney
Tenlerfleld

ALB04
ARMo.
CBNo.
DRKo.
GLso.
HAYo.
MON04
MUso.
OGU04
RIVo.
SOUo.
THAo.
TULo.
TWHo.
WAN04

CHANN£L4
Albury
Armldale
Coonabarabran
GIrard
Goulburn
Hay
Kandos . near Mudg&e
Muswellbrook
Ogunbl • near Tamworth
Penrlth Area
nearCooma
neer Broken Hili
Tuilibige"
Banora Pol",
Mt Wandera

NORTHERN TERRITORY
Ca1J.aIm1

IRwn/L.lIldIlltx

AlSOl
BPKOI
ORWOl
KVBOI
MlGOl

CHANNELl
85 km SE
Alice Springs
90 km N of Alice Springs
Darwin
Double HIM
Milingimbi

ALC02
DOB02
SWN02
Spring.
ELK03

SnowyMoun1alns

ERl03

Walch a
Tolamo

~~I~~S

BAL07
BOM07
B0007
COW07
GLH07
GU07
MIL07
NUN07
SYD07
WAL07

CHANNEL 7
Buc:kombil Hill
Bombala
Booral • near Bulahdelah
Cowra
Glen Lyon
Glen Innes
Millon
Nundle . near Tamworth
SYdney
East
Walcha

BATOS
COBOS
CON08
EUCOS
GLEOS

CHANNELl
Bathurst
Cobar
Condobolin
near Eucumbene
Glen Innes

°

Urbanville

CAN03
CAS03
COM03
DUN03
GIL03
GTH03
MDI03
MNA03
MOA03
MTI03
PL003
RWT03
SYOO3
TEN03
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CHANNELS
·EMERGENCY REPEATERS·
BlH05
Katoomba
BKE05
Mt Gunclartlooka
CAPOS
near Tentertleld
CHN05
Charteatown
COROIS
Corowa
FORDS
Mount Tallebung
FRAOS
Belllngen
GLBDS
Goulbum
JINOS
Jlndabyna
MTSOIS
Narromlne
MTUOS
S-We.t Slope.,
ea.t Alver
OXYOS
Bourke
SYD05
Sydney
TAMOS
Tamworth
TBOO5
MtTalblngo

DPW04
MST04

0'

CHANNEL 2
115 km NE of Alice
Springs
Garibaldi Station
150 km NNE of Alice
CHANNEL 3
325 KM NE of Allee

~~~ SSW of Alice
Mistake Creek Station
CHANNEL 4
70 KM S of Alice
SPrt';gS
110M S
Alice
Spring.

0'

CHANNELS
None aa.lgned
HEN06
Springs
AMB07
AsP07

CHANNELl
120 KM SW of Alice
CHANNEL 7
85 KM SE 01 Alice
Springs
Alice Springs

CHANNEL 8
Noneaa.lgned

QUEENSLAND
~

31
32

33
34
35

Fmgyenev LIoII:IIl
4n.17S

4n.2OO
4n.225
4n.2S0

31
37

4n.275 •• for emergency u . . only
4n.3OO
4n.325

31

4n.350

The output channela ara lI.ted below:

QllI
1
2
3
4
5

I
7
8

Freqyancy iMI:1Z)
478.425
471.450
471.475
478.500
478.525 •• 'or emergency u •• only
471.550
478.571S
478.600

CHANNELl
St Annes Range
near Barcaldlne
Bathurst Heads
MtCollon
Collinsville
Hannaford

ANNOI
BAROI
BATOl
BNEOl
OELOI
HANOl
HUGOI
INGOI
INNOI
MOTOI
MOROI
OWNOI
RKYOI
ROMOI
SPCOI
TSV01
TTHOI
WBBOI
WCTOI

Ingewood
Innlsfail
Middlemount
Mt Hopo
MtOweenee
MtArcher
Mt Bassell
Wlndorah
Townsville
Twin Hills
Mt Perry
Charters Towers

GLOO2
GLN02
ING02
JCK02
LAU02
MAB02
MIN02
POR02
SPC02
TAM02
TAR02
TRN02
TWB02
WAG02
WAV02
WBR02
WON02

CHANNEL 2
Gladstone
Glenden
Mt Cordelia
Julia Creek
Laura
Broadsound Aange
Glenlyon Dam
Drummond Range
Bowen
Tambo
Taroom
Ouilpie
Mt Kynoch
Aranyl Soulh
Wavall Heights
Mt Kanigan
Cogango Range

ABC03
CHI03
CTS03
INK03
KIL03
LAI03
MB003
MT003
MTW03
PCC03
SPR03
VH03

CHANNEL 3
Gold Coast
Chinchilla
Charters Towers
Mt Inkerman
Kllcoy
Mt Beau Brummell
Tlnana
Monto
MtWllllam
Edward River
Sprlngsure
Mt Isa

Tha following channala are the Input channel. for a rapeater:

1M

IRWn/Locllltx

BBGo.
OIP04
EID04
GOI04
HOPo.
IPS04
JER04
MBH04
MOWo.
TSV04
VHN4
VHW4

Hu~henden

CHANNEL ..
Sloping Hummock
Double Island Point
Eldsvold
Goondlwlndl
Rockhamplon
~SWICh

ericho
Moranbah
Darling Downs
Townsville
Expedition Range
Cannonvale

CHANNELS
·EMERGENCY REPEATERS·
ABCOS
Springbrook
BNED5
Mt Glorlou.
CEMOS
Clermont
FSBOS
Mt Goonaneman
GEM05
MtWolvl
INGOS
Mt Cordelia
MILOS
Commodore Peak
QBM05
Darling Oowna

SKYSAILOR

still, use a simplex channel. Some radios
have a 'reverse repeater' function to facilitate
this former situation .
Following is a list of lJI-lli CB repeaters
(reprinted with kind permission from 'Radio
and Commllnications Magazine ,) which may
be handy when planning XC flights . If
you' re a regular XC-er then it might pay to
mark the repeater coverage areas and locations on your maps . This may take some time
whilst driving to and from your site/retreives
' kerchunking ' the repeater every few kms ,
but is worth it for worry free comms. As

VHNOS
VHP05
BLK06
BRA06
CBT06
CHTOS
CLE06
CNE06
0lM06
GLOOS
MILOS
MKV06
PRR06
RICOS
TAMOS
THGOS
VHN06
BIL07
BNE07
CTR07
OM007
ESK07
GEM07
IN007
INOO7
MUR07
VH07
WBB07
WRA07
YKM7
AMIOe
BALOe
BLLOe
CHN08
CHTOe
OAWOe
EMOOe
HBV08
MBROe
NEBOe
ONV08
TL008
VHN08

Charter. Towers
Bllo.la
CHANNEL 8
Blackdown
Tablelands
Sea View Range
Mundubbera
MtJanet
Police Mtn
Bergen
MtNorth Iron
Mtlarcom
Palardo Hili
gr..~:~ Mackay
Van Yean
Tambo
Thargomlndah
Wilkes Knob
CHANNEL 7
Banana Range
Toohey Mtn
Towers Hill
Clermont
Esk
Gympie
Fraser Island
Mt Mercer
Mt England
Mt Hunon
Mt Watalgan
Warwick
Mt Siowcombe
CHANNEL 8
Amlens
Noondoo
Blackall
Mt Peanga
Charters Towers
Comminglah
Emerald
Ghost Hill
Mt Brisbane
Nebo
Ocean View
Atherton
Barldy Down

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
~

COMI
WNOI
MTROI
PACOI
PAROl
TYNOI
VLA3
BOR02
BAP02
CLV02
MYP02
VLA4
AOL03
ALN03
BLN03
CTA03
KBY03
UNOO3
BLF04
BAR04
KOK04
NAR04
PKI04

Town/Locality
CHANNEL 1
Ceduna
Oodnadana
Leigh Creek
Carrleton (Nth 01
Onoroo)
Adelaide (North)
Oodnadan.
Crystal Brook
CHANNEL 2
Bordertown
Orroroo
Cleve
Myponga
Kingoonya
CHANNEL 3
Adetaide (Central)
Yunta
Blinman, Flinders
Ranges
Moonta
Port Elliot
Port Augusta
CHANNEL 4
Port Pirie
Nurlootpa
Lake Galrdner West
Luclndale
Kangaroo Island

Leigh Creek (North
East 01)
CHANNELS
'EMERGENCY REPEATERS'
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ADLOS
BEE05
EUDOS
MNT05
MTG05
LST06
NON06
REN06
SNoo6
TIN06
WKI06
WLG06
WLP06
CLR07
MTOO7
MUT07
UNoo7
VLA7
WIL07
YKP07
BRYV08
MBV08
MTA08
PTL08

mentioned above , many of these repeaters
are owned and operated by community
groups. If your club, competition or flying
group use a repeater on a regular basis then
consider giving the Repeater Group responsible a small annual donation to help with
maintenence/purchase of the equipment.
They would be most appreciative and the
positive PR for our flying activities wouldn ' t
do any harm either! The local SES (rescue
services) can usually poi nt you in the right
direction.

Adelaide suburb
Crystal Brook
Eudunda
west of Woomer.
PenolalMt Gambler
CHANNEL 6
Elliston (Eyre
Peninsula)
120 Km West 01
PtAugusta
Renmark
SnoWlown
g'earPt Pirie)
oonalpyn
Kangaroo Island
Tarcoola
Willpena
CHANNEL 7
Clare
'.1tGambier
south of Cockbum
Kyancut1a
Streaky Bay
Hawker

Warooka
CHANNEL 8
Burra
Murray Bridge
Quorn
Tumby Bay/Port
Lincoln
Oodnadana (200 KM

SW)
Yalata (187 Km N/W
of Ceduna)

TASMANIA
fd.I.l.aillll

Town/Locality

DEVOl
FISOI
SETOI

CHANNEL 1
Oevonport
Flinders Island
Grasstree Hill

CHN02
LCN02
TWC02

CHANNEL 2
Harring Back
Launceston
Mt Read

NEC03

CHANNEL 3
Ben Lomond

MI004

CHANNEL"
Millers Blun

CHANNEL 5
·EMERGENCY REPEATERS'
HBTOS
Hobart
L TE05
Flngerposl Hili
REC06
VJA6
WCTOS

CHANNELS
Mt Paul
Mt Lloyd
SI Valentines Peak

CHT07
TNE07

CHANNEL 7
Benen ner
MI Victoria

BRNOS
TBL08
TNE08

CHANNELl
BUrnie
Table Mountain
StMarys

BAL02
KER02
MAN02
MOE02
PYA02

CHANNEL 2
Ballarat
Mt Kerang
Mansfield
Moe
Pyalong

ABE03
OEL03
HOR03
FAL03
JNR03
WBT03
WPH03
VLA03

CHANNEL 3
South
Bombala
Horsham
Falls Craek
near Dartmoor
MtWombal
Weeaproinah
Veha

ANA04
ARA04
BEN04
CRJ04
HAW04
MCA04

CHANNEL 4
Mt Anokie
Araral
Bendigo
Traraigon
Hawkesdale
Marambingo Hill

The next installment of the series 'The
Airheads Gllide to Radio' will cover the
topic of batteries .

Part J : ' An introduction to Radio' and
Part 2: 'Getting Technical - theory and
practise ' covering topics that give an
understanding as to how radios work
and getting the best out of them
appeared in August and September J994
Sky Sailor. 'i'

CHANNELS
·EMERGENCY REPEATERS'
BAL05
near Ballarat
MAN05
Manalleld
MEL05
Melbou""
RFYOS
Rutty
FOS06
HLV06
ECH06
BRN06
MSS06
SWH06
WAN06
WIL06
BOL07
BND07
MEL07
MOR07
MVL07
SHP07
TAL07
ARTOa
DUNOe
HAR08
MCNOe
MYR08
TEROe

CHANNELl!
Mt Fatigue
Healesvilla
Echuca
MI Concorde
MI Seldom Seen
Swan HiM

~ta~~~~
CHANNEL 7
MI Bolton
near Bendigo
Melboume
Mt Shadwell
MtGordon
Sh~arton

MI

ranya

CHANNEL 8
Salety Beach
Cavendish
Mt Ale"ander
MI Cann
Mt Porepunkah
MI Terrible

MKTOI
PEROI
WAROI
WIKOI

Poison Hills
Perth
Warakuma
Wickham

BIN02
BUN02
CAR02
KAL02
LVN02
MRD02
VLN5
WLP02

CHANNEL 2
Blndoon
Near Bunbury
Cam amah
MtChartot1e
~ndon Slatlon
erredin
MI McLure
Walpole

ALB03
CLA03
NOR03
PER03
VET03

CHANNEL 3
Alba"t
near arloHa
Nannup
Roleyslone
near Bardoc

BVB04
ESP04
GNG04
KUL04
MTB04
NEW04

CHANNEL 4
Oinninup
Esperance
Lancelin
Kulln
Cranbrook
Newman

CHANNELS
·EMERGENCY REPEATERS·
PEROS
Orange Grove
MTR05
Mt Barkar
VLN6
Perth
DAR06
JUR06
MGR06
MNP06
MTS06
VKM06

IQwn/L,lH:allty

COLO I
DENOI
GERO!
KAMOI
KATOI
KLBOI
LENO!
MIAOI

CHANNEL 1
Collie
Denmark
Geraldlon
Kambalda
Katannlng
Kellerberrin
Leonora
Mia Mia Station

near Margaret River

~~~rus

Wyalkatchem

BOO07
C0007
MOR07
MTB07
PIN07
VRK07

CHANNEL 7
Bridr.etown
Coogardie
Augusta
Stirling Ranges
Pin~rra East
MI akewelt

MANOa
MSA08
PER08
OUNOe
RVTOS

CHANNEL 8
West Mani:"'p
Mt Saddle ck
Kalamunda
Oulnortup
Ravensthorpe

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
.c..IJ..s.Ign

CHANNEL 6
Oarkan
MtLesueur

A.C.T.
CAlJ.a.Ign

CBAOI
CBA02
GIN07
CBAOe

IQwnlL,oc;allly
CHANNEL 1
Canberra JPortable)
CHANN L2
Isaacs Aldie
CHANNE 7
MtGlnlnl
CHANNEL.
Isaacs Rid

VICTORIA
Town/LoCillty
ALXOI
APSOI
MELOI
OMEOI
ROUOI
STAOI
WALOI

CHANNEL 1
Eildon
Apsley
Melboome
near Omeo
Penshurst
St Amaud
Walhalla
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stunning entry into PWC competition , arriving 5th in goal. Nanou
Berger (F - Advance) also made the 90.5 km , securing 6th place.

Task 3,1717
After the cut, the difficulty of tasks was stepped up with a 94 km
race-to-goal. Even so, 10 pilots reached goal, led by Martin Meier
(CH), then Bruce Goldsmith and Miyuki Tanaka (J) as first female
pilot landing 9th.

Task 4,1817
15-20 July 1995
he Piedrahita round of the 1995 season proved central Spain to
be the paragliding Mecca of Europe. Pilots from 22 countries
around the World, including Japan, Venezuela, Czech and
Slovak Republics and a large contingency from South Africa, flew 5
satisfying tasks from 79 to 169 km. The event ended in a grandjiesta
where pilots, drunk from flying , celebrated the week where Xavier
Remond unofficially broke the European record (241 km ) and most
doubled or trebled their own personal reco.rd .

T

On this day the Meet Director, Steve Ham, tried to separate the
men from the boys. Many pilots considered this 141 km race impossible, as this was the longest task ever set in a PWC competition. Any
doubts disappeared when 50 pilots made goal, Walter Holzmuller (A Nova) made a good I minute 58 second lead , taking 4 hours and 4
minutes to complete the task .

Task 5, 2017

Task 2,1617

Encouraged by the success of task 4, Steve dared to plan to break
every record. A straight race-to-goal to Arcones , another well-known
flying site 169 km away allowed most pilots to make their own personallongest flight. Sebastien Bourquin (F - Nova) was the first of31
pilots to arrive at goal , with an amazing time of 3 hours 50 minutes
(over 40 km/hr!). Xavier Remond , however, decided not to stop and
continued another 72 km , beating the European record. The task also
proved the equal potential of women pilots in this sport, as Kat
Thurston (GB - Nova), Miy uki Tanaka (J) and Daniela Anke (D) were
among those at goal.

A 90.5 km four turn-point returning to Piedrahita proved to be
more difficult and broke Hausi 's winning cycle of 5 wins in a row.
Robert Hefti (CH - Nova) was the first of 5 pilots reaching goal, followed by Patrick Berod (F - Edel) and Bruce Goldsmith (GB Airwave). A new face from Sweden, Tibor Berki (Nova) , made a

Bruce Goldsmith 's consistent flying and good results every day
assured him the winning position. Nova continued its strong lead in
the Constructor 's Trophy, followed by Edel and Advance, while
Switzerland maintained its position as Best Nation, leading Austria
and France.

Task 1, 1517
Taking otT from the Pena Negra, Piedrahita's home site, and ending at the historic town of Avila, this 79 km race-to-goal was achieved
by 27 pilots with Hans Bollinger (CH - Advance) continuing his consistent lead . Camilla Perner (A - Edel) lead the women's competition
coming in 18th.

SUNCOAST HANG GLIDERS & MICROLIGHTS
Chilled out down south?
•

Proprietor stan Roy

• •

Come have a flYing holiday With us
on Queensland's beautiful Sunshine
Coast, 7 hour north of Brisbane

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
•
•
•
•

I

26 years as
Hang Gliding Instructor
Senior PHG Instructor

Ph: 074459185 or 018 986796
Hang gliding: Novice & extension courses
Fast-tracking novice - intermediate airtime
Ground tow courses using safe pay-out winch
Aero tow courses using slow XL tug
Foot launch, dolly launch and car tow. Also platform launch .
Coastal and inland flying
Punters/Jelly flyers: Special conversion course
Fly those shallow and restricted take ofts that elude you
Cross country flights that you dream of
Solve your penetration problems
Don't stagnate - extend yourself!

Trike training on docile Pegasus XL or Quantum
Hangared trikes and briefing room at Cooloola
Sports Airport
Camping, cabins, motels, 24 hour food
Sales: Pegasus and Quantum
Very reasonable rates
Accessories and parts: pods, trike covers, soft
sides, map holders, windsocks, bar mitts.
Assistance for 95.10 builders.
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Competition Results - Open
I
2
3
4
5

Go ld smith, Bruce
Tamegger, Christian
Nef, Olivier
Bollinger, Hans
Andrey, Julien

GB
A
CH
CH
CH

Airw
Edel
Adva
Adva
Nova

4727
4415
4371
4369
4133

Competition Results - Women
I
2
3
4
5

Tanaka, Miyuki
Thurston, Kat
Berger, Nathalie
Fouilleux, Agnes
Bernier, Claire

J
GB
F
F
F

Nova
Adv
Ede

3483
3309
3229
2437
12424

~.

Joe Hayler, Technical Delegate, 21 July 1995

26-30 July 1995
Local pilots Lars Roth (CH - Nova) and Sebastien Bourquin (F,
Nova) each won one of the two very difficult and interesting World
Cup tasks in the Bernese Oberland, while Tibor Berki (Sweden ,
Nova) claimed the winning titl e of the event. No surprises concerning
the women 's competition - Claire Bernier (F, Edel) leading the first
task, Silvia Siegrist (CH, Edel) the seco nd and Daniela Anke (D) the
overall Gstaad/Saanenland Open - the top 3 women in the overall
PWCA rank ing strike success again . Even if Hans Bollinger (CH,
Advance) was not luck')' this round , he sti ll maintains a strong lead in
the general PWCA ranking.
The topography of Saanenland is a system of small ridges and
valleys. This makes fl y ing very interesting tacticall y. This was the
description of Gstaad/Saanenland in the Bernese Oberland bid for the
1997 World Championships, and it is exactly how the 1995 PWC
looked . Both validated and cancelled tasks offered many options to
pilots. Lars profited from his exac t knowledge of the Adelboden
Valley, while Sebastien took the lead after the first turn point of the
second task and won with a true champion's style. Everyo ne was
happy that the likeable, and ofte n unlucky, Seb had finall y managed
his first World Cup success . On Sunday, the Organiser took no ri sks
and put a stop to a task threatened by thunderstorms.
In conclusion - a proficient organising club and an interesting flying site made possible another successful competition. The 1995
PWC season definitely seems to be placed under a lucky star'

Paragliding at Stanwell Park. Photo by Frank Nicholson

3
4
5

Bourquin , Sebas
Stieglair, Step
Nef, Oliver

F
A
Ch

Nova
Airc
Adv

838
758
755

Edel
Edel

1015
870
705
640
615

Overall Women:S WC Ranking
2
3
4
5

Bernier, Claire
Siegrist, Silvi
Anke, Daniela
Pemer, Camilla
Tanaka, Miyuki

F
CH
D
A
J

Edel
Nova

Urs Dubach, Technical Delegate, 2 August 1995

'i'

Competition Results - Open
I
2
3
4
5

Berki, Tibor
Luethi, Peter
Henny, Kaspar
Hungerbuehler, R
Holzmuller, Walt

SWE
CH
CH
CH
A

Nova
Nova
Nova
Airc
Nova

189 1
1884
1876
1798
1777

D
CH
GB
CH
F

1060
Edel
Nova
Nova8
Edel

1002
953
66
820

CH
A

Adv
Nova

1311
864

Women's Results
2
3
4
5

Anke, Daniela
Siegrist , Silva
Thurston , Kat
Brandstetter, Si
Bernier, Claire

Overall WC Ranking
2

Bollinger, Hans
Holzmuller, Wal

September 1995

The Tumbarumba

Gliding Club

Six Day
Gliding Courses
$750/ person
From 30th October 1995, courses will be conducted from
the Corryong Airfield (NE Victoria). Six vacancies each
course, taking students through to first solo flights (if
reqUired skill level achieved). Cost includes all flying costs
and 3 months membership of Tumbarumba Club and the
Gliding Federation of Australia.

Phone (060) 771201 AlH for information and enrolments
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POWER - A HAZARD

r---------------------------------------------------------------,

I

Pat Purcell, Senior Safety Officer, Gladstone Hang Gliding Club Inc.

I

I
I
IL _______________________________________________________________ J I

ower lines pose a very great threat to aviators especially to
cross country pilots whom quite often are landing at a new location . There is a greater risk to pilots flying in an unfamiliar
area. If one of our flying craft hits power lines there is a very real
threat of fire , injury or death. Fire can result from fuel (motors) as
well as power lines arcing or falling down .

P

A stall or a loss of control can occur causing a high speed impact
situation as has just recently occurred to one of our pilots who,
although seriously injured , has recovered . Electrocution can occur
not only to the pilot involved but also to unwary persons who attempt
to provide assistance before the electricity has been disconnected.

Where to look for power lines: EVERYWHERE.
Refer to Fig. 1 for types of power lines . On high-voltage towers
the top earthing conductors (wires) being much lighter than the main
conductors do not sag as much and may be considerably higher in the
centre of the span. Keep well clear of these lines! Note the higher the
voltage the longer/larger the insulator. The high-voltage is always on
top oflower voltage on power poles.
Power lines usually radiate out from a town or city to out lying
areas from sub-stations located predominantly just outside the town or
city. Power lines usually follow roads but can certainly cut straight
across to a neighbouring property especially once out in more isolated
areas . Cleared pathways through treed areas usually indicate the presence of power lines . Pole configuration (insulators, cross-arms and
stays) will indicate the existence and direction of a power line(s) even
though the wire(s) cannot be seen.
By far the most difficult to see are Single Wire Earth Return
(SWER) which are a single conductor on poles but are high voltage.

With SWER lines, look for " T-offs" accompanied by a stay (pole support wire from pole to ground) paying particular attention to the type
of insulator. The type of insulator and the presence of a stay indicates
the deviation angle or the existence of a "T-off". Refer Fig. 2. SWER
line spans are usually approximately 300 metres but could span up to
a kilometre from one portion of raised ground to another. This raised
ground may not be readily detectable from up high when looking
straight down but can be more obvious when scanning from a distance
in the horizontal plane. Always look well ahead to your possible landing area for power lines and obstructions and to determine the slope
of the paddock. So be on the lookout for long spans and scan the top
of raised ground carefully.
Now refer to Figure 3 . Thi s represents the scene of an accident.
The safety conscious attitude of the pilot involved with 700 hours
experience and his apparent misinterpretation of pole configuration
prompted me to write this article. It appears as though he thought that
the "T-off' was the incoming line but the top insulator on pole 2
should have informed the pilot that the line continued on with little
deviation. Refer to Fig. 2 in conjunction with Fig . 3
On poles fitted with cross-arms if a line "T-off's then the crossarm is at right angles to the direction of the line and the pole is very
likely to be fitted with a stay. When poles are fitted with stays look for
line deviations or " T-offs" . The cross-arm is fitted on the opposite
side of the pole to the direction of the power line. Refer Fig. 4 .
Wherever power is required it follows the shortest practical route.
A transformer is needed to convert high-voltage to low-voltage. The
power is then run direct or to a C.M.P. (Central Metering Pole) for
further distribution. As low-voltage is usually only run a maximum of
300 metres scan thoroughly for low-voltage lines up to 500 metres
from a transformer. A transformer in an isolated area (no large build-

FIG 1

SOME DIFFERENT TYPES OF POWER LINES
IN AUSTRALIA
:

-

110 0001 VOLTS

COMBINES
H.V. & LV.
STOBIE POI..E

I
II

CJ~'

~.
sao 000 VOI..T AND
275 000,330 000 VOLT LINES
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110 0001132 000 VOLT LINES

66 000, 33 000
AND LOWER VOLTAGES
AND 110KV
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19 100 AND
12700 VOI..TS
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second is by massive internal burning as the current
passes through the body.

SWER LINE GUIDE
Pole

~

----~---

.

------F ----~-

Double pin on top
Deviation greater than18-but less than 25Look for slight deviation
Sta~ f't()/,q!Ie...

Insulator on top of pole
Max deviation less than 18·
Look for "straight" line

s~~ ___ _

Pole

y
Sta \

The degree of shock depends on the amount of cur·
rent that flows through the body. When a low-voltage
shock is received the muscles contract relatively slowly
and it may be impossible to let go of whatever is conducting the electricity. Contraction of throat muscles
makes it diflicul ,t then impossible to speak. Contraction
of chest muscles will cause unconsciousness and
asphyxia soon after the shock. Since the heart is also a
muscular organ, it is quite likely that blood circulation
will cease. This may take the form of ventricular fibrillation . or cardiac arrest.

Pole

~

..-

~

o~\ole

Look for Large deviation

Insulator on side
Deviation >10- < 45· usua1Iy sUy fitted
Look for dewtion

Note:- Above is only a guide, variables include local regulations, line tension and spans.
Poles are usually between 11 and 14 metres in length.

Shock from a high-voltage source has a similar
effect, except that the contraction of the muscles takes
place much faster and more violently. The shock may
cause unconsciousness , asphyxia , external burns, internal heating and possibly cardiac arrest. Unless thrown
clear of the conductors little can be done to resuscitate
the victim. Rescue must be delayed until the power has
been switched off.
In an impact, wires (conductors) may contact each
other, or form a path , causing arcing. This arcing may
cause a line(s) to drop to the ground or come in contact

Figure 2.
ings around) indicates the existence of a pump (usually in a small
shed).
Look at the locations of power lines and types at every opportunity (while driving to a site and when picking up other pilots) to

.
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\

('LIT f

. . . ~~{'.'f
.
. . ttCELY
,

\

l"'UJlOEI)
' ....

(.,o .. "'S&

'C.f'I<.P.

\
To' '''~~L'''''.('\
LoI".

'\

\,
with the aircraft. A fallen line may still be
alive if it is on the ground. Where a conduc·
tor is on the ground , a phenomenon known
as " step voltage" occurs around its area of
contact. This means there is a voltage gradient for about 4 metres from the point of contact. Within this distance there is enough
voltage between the feet of a person taking
normal steps to cause severe injury or even
death . If one is forced to move in such an
area , it may be done more safely by hopping.
Refer Fig. 5.

fi~ 3.
get a " feel " for them paying particular attention to insulators, spans,
cross-arms and stays.
E lectrical accidents are caused by completing a circuit, either
between two conductors of different voltages, or a conductor and
" earth" . This earth can be the ground itself, a steel tower, or an
" earth" wire between the tops of steel towers or poles. A bird is ab le
to sit on a live power line but ifit should touch two lines at once, or a
line and a steel tower, it is electrocuted. If a person , or persons, form
part of the path between a live conductor and earth , or between live
conductors, theperson(s) becomes part of that path for the electric
current and will be electrocuted.
There are two form s of electrocution. The first is where the heart
action is stopped by th e passage of current through its muscles. The

POWER LINE GUIDE

1-

..
D lIection of

,

t

.
D IICction of
power lilies

power lilies
Figur• .,..

September 1995
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6) Contact or have someone contact the local electricity supply
authority, who will isolate the line. Wait for the electricity
crew to help you out or down.
If fire is detected, you must move jump from the ai rcraft or
you may very well complete a path for the electricity.
A visit to your local electricity authority is well worthwhile to find the location of power lines especially when opening new sites. Your pick-up crew should have all emergency
telephone numbers listed includ ing your local electricity
authority.
When I first starting flying 15 years ago I was told to
always land near a house. This lead to a few years of dodging
obstacles such as power lines to houses, sheds, and bores, and
avoiding other obstacles such as shrubs, trees, fences , machinery, junk, and buildings most of which create turbulence . All
the while I was thinking, "Gees, it would be nice to land over
there in that nice obstacle-free paddock!" Land near a house if
clear of obstructions but do not compromise safety. If one
chooses to land near the approach road to a farm then be prepared in the majority of cases to avoid the main line as well as
the "T ofT' to the farm.

ASSUME ALL WIRES (CONDUCTORS) ATTACHED
TO POLES ARE ALIVE.
If a pilot or their aircraft is caught up in or near power lines do not
put yourself or others at risk by trying to provide assistance until the
electricity authority has disconnected the power or have advised that
it is safe to do so. All power lines, even low voltage at 240 volts, are
lethal. A few years ago at Stanwell Park a pilot lost his life through
rendering assistance to a fellow pilot who, although caught up in
power lines, survived the incident! Remember most parts of a hang
glider/trike are a good conductor!
Where your aircraft has had an incident with a power line or associated equipment, observe the following.
1) If possible, keep in the same position and avoid excessive movement.
2)

Look for signs of fire .

3) Look to see if the conductors are close, or are broken and fallen
on to the ground or ai rcraft
4) If you must move, avoid touching any metal object, or moving
close to metal (electricity can 'Jump" gaps)
5) If the lines have come down , warn your pick-up crew and others
to keep well clear.

I always watch pilots landing to check that they have landed safely (a by product of being an ex-instructor). After landing use your radio (always carry a spare battery for your
radio), transmit that you have landed safely as well as giving
directions for retrieval and request that they pass it on to your
pick-up crew. If your radio has failed wave to fellow pilots that you
are not in need of assistance. If you observe another pilot execute a
poor landing give them a call on the radio or check to see if you can
see them moving about. If you do not hear from that pilot nor see
movement go to their aid and advise other pilots and your pick-up
crew that you may need assistance .
All pilots and competition organisers need to advise visiting pilots
on power line locations in the bomb-out and the more frequently used
landing areas when setting tasks. To endeavour to make it easier on
pilots choose a goal paddock clear of obstructions. With a speed
points system available, why not have as many pilots safely home in
the goal paddock as possible, rather than riskier out-landings .
Remember to assist fellow pilots when landing near you by advising
on power line location, obstacles, wind strength and direction.
I urge all pilots and friends to undertake a First Aid Course. It is
most important to practise Expired Air Resuscitation and External
Cardiac Compression at regular intervals (at least twice a year - the
more often the better).
Don't compromise your safety by wearing dark sun glasses
because the first thing that you will fail to see are power lines! Wear
"01' Eagle Eyes" or an equivalent pair of flight glasses.
Remember the golden rules:
1.

~

UVEX Helmets
Flytec Instruments
ICOM Radios
High Energy Chutes
Chute Repack Service
for all your flying n e eds call ...

SYDNEY

hang gliding
CENTRE

Look at pole configurations - check stays and insulators.
2.

Avoid flying close to power lines.

3.

Treat everything as alive.

4.

Beware of wet conditions .

5.

Wait for the electricity authority to give the all clear.

6.

If fire is present or it is necessary to move jump out and hop
away.

7.

Make sure your pick-up crew know all emergency phone
numbers.

Most of this information was compiled with the assistance offellow electricity employees and extracted f rom a
booklet "Balloon Safety And Power Lines" with kind permission. Contact H.G.F.A. if your club has not got a copy
of this booklet in your library.
Fly Safely ~

PHONE (042) 942 545
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Stat., Club and Region News
Queensland

Regretfully it appears some pilots don 't
seem to realise we all tly only by the good
grace of land owners.
Our club is taking steps to advise all our
launch site owners that we will always make
a courtesy call to them before use. Therefore
other club members must contact our club
before using our sites. To not do so jeopardises our si te s.

The Calleculler

Sunshine Coast Hang Gliding
Club Inc
Unfortunately some unpleasant news.
Our club has recently lost its most .important
launch site at Gunalda, just north of Gympie .
This was entirely due to the thoughtlessness
of as-yet-unknown pilots. The site owner
returned from three months ' absence in late
July to find toilet paper blowing from the
launch site and onto his house and , much
worse, some sma ll trees plated for soil erosion purposes , had been cut down. These
trees, whilst near the launch , did not interfere.

New South Wales

Lower Blue Mountains Hang
Gliding Club
The club 's July meeting was a BBQ held
at my place on Friday 28th. Presentations
were made to the
winners of the
94/95 club compo
They were 1st
Neil
Glennon,
2nd
Wayne
Evans, 3rd Gary
Hooper,
Most
Improved Steve
Bell.

Sports

Aviation

Edge trike T2-02544 , 500 hours total time, top end
rebuild , 100 hours ago. (new rings, hone, new
bearings, etc. as per service requirements, NOT
because of any faults). Good condition .

•

$12,500

•

Edge T2-25 , 400 hours total time, excellent condition,
Aerial Pursuits intercom, Icom IC-A20 MKII VHF radiO,
trailer and covers.
$15,500

Both of these trikes include 5 hours training
Blitz 146 hot colours , excellent condition.
Blade 155 performance you can handle

XT 145 hottest colours you will find AS NEW!
Sting 154 EXCELLENT CONDITION
Altair 165 excellent condition, perfect 1st glider
with a touch more performance than the rest

•

$1950
$3200
$2200
$1800
$950

•

Phone Joe Scott for details on these quality aircraft

066843711 business hours
(note NEW PHONE NUMBER!)
018 71 7141 ANYTIME
September 1995

All of whom
recei ved a persona trophy pI us
a perpetual shield
to be returned in
one year for representation.
Wayne
had
a
slight identity crisis when it was
noticed that his
trophy had been
inscribed with his
brother
Neil 's
name (Neil is also
a pilot and member of the cl ub) .
He was assured
by our competition director that
the error will be
rectified.
We also held
a
powerlines
landing
night
(like a water landing night but into

powerlines instead). Well actually it was
powerlines landing simulation. To achieve
this we gave each visitor (pilot) a base bar to
hold and an helmet to wear and sat them on a
specially wired up chair, which had contact
plates on the seat and was connected to the
domestic power supply via an ordinary socket. Then at the appropriate moment in the
simulated tlight we turned on the power. The
realism of the simulation improved with the
increased alcohol intake.
We have also now finalised the scoring
system for the inter club comp to be held
between the Sydney clubs later this year over
3 months. The timetable is as follows:
Organising
Club
Dates
LBM
30/ 1/2 October
Nthn
Beaches 4/5 November
Sydney 2/3 December

Venue
Manilla
Cooplacurripa
To be decided

The competition is for all pilot levels but
is pitched especially towards novice and
intermediate.
We have now had 2 attempts to run the
August round of the club competition to no
avail. The first was Blackheath on Sunday 30
July which was overcast and nil wind . The
second was the following Sunday when we
tried winch towing at Menangle. This was
blown out with a 90° crossing. Still it is winter. Having said that there has been some
very good tlying to be had at Blackheath
over the last couple of months. You just have
to pick it.
Other things happening are our First Aid
Course, organised by Kevin Sinclair will take
place on the weekend of 19-20 August and
will see a dozen or so of our members First
Aid qualified. At the time of writing we are
still waiting for our club T-shirts and car
stickers.

David Middleton, President

VICTORIA

NEVHGC
Glorious weather this past fortnight
(beginning of August) has seen the keen club
pilots blowing some winter cobwebs away at
Mystic and Tawonga Gap. Emu is still out too much snow on it. This time of year club
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everything you always wanted to know about
Canberra flying but were afraid to ask.

Catherine Thorpe, Secretary

North-East Victoria Hang Gliding CLub
Re Tawonga Gap

Sit~,

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Mt Beauty

Until further notice the commonly known bombout paddock east of the
Highway, adjacent to the bus shelter is not to be used at all!!
The owner, Mr Allan Mill, has withdrawn his permission for use of this
paddock.
The styles and windsocks have been removed and information regarding a
suitable paddock will be posted on the site noticeboard.
Please read this before flying . This is a sensitive issue so please do not
land in this paddock.
Steven Stric:ek, Sites Co-ordinator, NEVHGC, Tel: 057551503

HGAWA
Invitation to WA based Hang
Gliding Clubs and Groups
If you are a cl ub or organised group
operating anywhere in WA , we want to hear
from you.

members meet on the ski slops or the hang
gliding sites .
By the time you read this, the club will
have made a decision on Mystic. Monthly
club meetings are still happening on the first
Saturday of each month , but the venue may
change in the near future, because of the
Alpine Shire changing the Bright Shire
Offices around a bit.
Safe Circles
Dermot

ACT

The ACT associatIOn has been going
from strength to strength over the past few
years. With a good number of new pilots in

both hang gliding and paragliding, and
increasing activity on the trike front,
Canberra is flying high.
We've put quite some effort into site
clearing, getting a weather station up and
running (thanks John and Sandra Malnar),
participating in the Canberra Air Fair and
various activities (did I mention some flying
in there somewhere?). There have been a few
trips to our new tow strip in the Cooma environs, a lovely little spot, and successful representation of local pilots in all codes at the
National comps this year. We are also putting
some effort into locating and developing new
sites.
We ' re happy to welcome pilots from
other regions to our sites, but there are some
things you really need to know and some
sensitivities to take into account before
launching yourself. If you're keen to fly in
the ACT, give us a call on 018 625091 , 018
697820 or 018 625181 and we'll tell you

To develop the sport, assist new fliers
and open new areas we must communicate.
It is the HGAWA's intention to regularly
communicate with all clubs and groups
throughout WA to maintain contact, hear
concerns and offer assistance.

Our ultimate goal is to establish a register
of groups throughout WA. This will help us
to keep all fliers in touch with one another
regardless of location and give us guidelines
for future fund allocation.
You can drop us a line to PO Box 82
South Perth or fax to Keith Lush on 09
4741202 . Who , where and how many are
you?

Commillee, HGAWA.

Fostering the sport in WA

'i

Jonathall AI/ell talldem at Raillbow Beach Qld. Photo by Jean-LlIc
~---..-..~-..-
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KYWISE

POWERED HANG GUDING
PROFESSIONAL PILOT TRAINING
SYDNEY BASED. SEVEN DAYS.

Come fly with us, your training
won't cost you the earth!
We spend most of our time above it.

~e S~l
For the lowest prices on
a ll your TRIKING needs
AIRBORNE & ROTAX SPARE PARTS, RADIOS, INTERCOMS,
Ir-.STRUMENTS & ACCESSORIES, REP.~IRS & M"I'lTEN .~NCE

CALL LUKE CARMODY

c.r.I.

028745260 ;::: 018446771
ASK ABO lIT bUR FREE INTRODUCTORY FLIGHTS
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WANTED
Hang glider for novice pilot (15 year old
boy) in good condition. Contact Ian Edmunds
on 074 463421
Moyes XS 169, GTR 175 or Foil 170B any
price & condition considered ph 065842931

PARA GLIDERS
Please note: In future all paragliders offered for sale must state
their certification standard, otherwise they will be labelled with 'NO

CERTIRCATION INFORMATION
SUPPLIED (NCIS).
Queensland
Edel Space 27 sqm v safe int glider brand
new lines $2000 ana with Edel Force harness
$2200 Rating 12 As plus
Apco Supra 28 only 20 hrs flying black &
white rating 11 Ass & 1 B Acpul $2900 ph
Andrew 018 805522

New South Wales
Nova Sphinx 26 sqm all up weight 75-95 kg
white with aqua blue cell walls 110 hrs still in
great nick . Porosity & line check better than
some brand new gliders unbelievable handling & speed a safe high performance glider,
Possum's machine $2300 (10A, 2C) ph Rob
042674499 H, 015 926581 W

Falhawk Neo Athlete 9.5 for weight 55-75 kg
in gc gd for beginner to int pilot Certificate
11 As, 1 B with Edel Force harness with
crossbracing. Polystyrene & glass fibre backplate, Skysystems small Fly helmet &
Skywatch varia . The lot was purchased for
GB 1150. Will sell for $2100. Open to negotiation . Would happily separate items. Contact
Dr Sarah Marshall on 038528372 H, 03
871333 page 019 W. Selling due to work
pressures.
Challenger Classic 29sqm SHV & ACPULS
all As pilot weight 85-110 kg 60 hrs airtime
comes with Secura harness & integrated
reserve Firebird RS2 never been used the lot
$2800 ph Steven 03 97899063
Nova Sphinx 29 sqm pilot weight 90-117 kg
white with pink cell walls ex cond 10 As, 2 Cs
$2500 also
High Energy reserve for paragliders long bridle $350 also
Sjostrom instruments for para gliders 6 mths
old only used twice $400 ph 03 4581632, 018
554872

South Australia
HANG GLIDERS
Please note: All powered hang
gliders (trikes) offered for sale
must state their registration number, otherwise they cannot be
accepted for publication.

025672480 H
Aero Race 150 int (only 8 hrs flying time!) fluoro pink LE mid-grey US white TE new wires
very mint crisp cond $2200 also
Probe 175 int rainbow US gd cond $900 ana
also
Bandit 160 int ex cond for veteran glider all
red sail $200 Matt Stickley, 1 Murrawal Rd,
Stanwell Park NSW
XT 165 int red & white with blue LE less than
20 hrs flying time, speed bar, ex cond $2500
ana also
.
Moyes harness to suit 6'-6'2" as new $275
ana and a parachute as new $450 ana ph
Stephen 02 99773170
Desire 151 int excellent buy as new cond ,
owner going O/S must sell $3300 also
XS 155 exp int gd cond flys like a dream
$1200 also
GTR 162 any offer also
Ball 651 vario/altimeter gd cond reliable &
accurate, has 2 scales with 1 foot incremental
altimeter $300 ph Steven 02 8051832, 018
672372
Aero 170 nov white/blue LE pink/blue US
fully faired , king post antenna lead, VB , new
wires, gd cond $1600 ana ph Peter 02
2877869/70 W, 02 7961298 AH

Pegasus Q trike 462 LC T2-2508. Here is
your chance to get a beaut trike at the right
price . Basic $12,500 includes full instruments
ASI, VSI , Alt, water temp, 2 x CHT, EGT,
tacho, compass, carb heat, electrical system ,
antenna , pilot seat back & covers, indepenNova Phocus 29m2 (12A/OHV2) 90-115 kg .
New South Wales
dent suspension custom trailer. All in ex cond,
40 hrs of sweet, safe, summer thermalling .
full logs, recent top overhaul. Extras avail.
Same model that Rob Schroeltner flew 150
Ball 651 va rio/altimeter with one foot increwith or subsequent to sale include VHF radio,
km at Hay and placed 4th in the Vic Open
ment & high & low range switch $300 ph Ian
intercom, helmets, suit, bullet parachute, elecagainst "hot camp. wings". $3700 call Elgar
tric Iva prop . $2600
064922061 H or
the collection; will
064023444 W
separate ph Peter 02
Meteor Gold 28 in
2877869nO W, 02
Ian Young preparing to land at Lanyon/Banks ACT
ec only 55 hrs air7961298 AH
time compete with
Sting 154 nov white
seat steering harLE pink/green US
ness plus reserve
white TS as new top
parachute plus
cond URGENT sale
Brauniger P3 altidue to work relocation .
varia all guaranteed
$2600 ana ph Ian 042
to get you to 10,000
941656
$2600 ph Stuart on
01 5 269602 or 064
Moyes Mars 150 nov
576332 (NCIS)
vgc small pod harness

Victoria
Excel 28 purple
about 80 hrs perf
cond new lines SHV
certified A docile gd
performer $1850 ph
Mick 03 95515007
Excel 28 hot pink
mint cond still under
warranty SHV certification $1900 ph
Jerry 059 741599

September 1995

(5'-5'6") with para- <
chute $1800 the lot or
items sold separately
ph Ian 069 472888 BH
Moyes Mars 170 nov
side wires recently
replaced reliable 1st
glider a bargain at
$500 ph Ian 069
472888 BH
Quantum Super
Sport T2-2738 low
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noise 9/10 aircraft $21500 069
592056 BH

foiled downtubes, speed bar etc
$2100 also
Air Support harness in glider colours
as new $400 also
Performance Design 24ft parachute
$350 never used also
Aircotec variometer 2 altimeters,
QNH, temp etc $600 also
Skywatch 'Pro' ASI $80 also
Towing setup Air Support $25 also
Icom IC40G UHF radio with headset
& VOX (transmits when talking) built
into helmet $450 also
Base Bar Clip on wheels $50 will
sell separately or as a package for
$3850 ph Mark on 063 791310 or W
063794343

Edge T2-2626 new wing 168 hrs vgc
full instruments & cover $15,500 069
592056
Foil 139 Combat (int) dk blue & fluoro pink US white TS used only 30 hrs
almost as good as new best upgrade
option for current Aero, Mission &
Sting owners sell for $2300 also
UHF radio & high-gain antenna
$300 also
Oz skin great for winter flying $100
ph Masa 029313468 BH , 5672944
AH
Must sell everything. Need the
Cash. Magic IV 166 int vgc fitted
with round uprights has had complete
strip and rebuild inc new side wires &
spare uprights $550. Harness:
Danny Scott Racer one season old
5'8"-6' + PA reserve $600 Sjostrom
vario near new $450 Uvex helmet
med with Swiss PTT $250 new
Moyes Bar mitts $40 new High
Energy supine harness never used
best offer ph Rex 02 5293583
Edge 582 trike executive T2-2621
only 24 hrs & 11 mths old full instruments, digital compass, new Icom
radio & Comunica intercom , electric
start, still in box , 2 new Comunica
helmets, windscreen, backrest, full
AirBorne covers, trailer with wing
rack. All this is in brand new cond
with nothing to spend , just fly.
$18,500 ono must sell due to financial reasons . ph 026234526 anytime

AirBorne Edge with Executive wing
T2-2636 base 251 hrs wing 70 hrs
582 C-type gearbox . In flight trim ,
modified mast, casto ring front wheel,
windscreen , backrest, handbrake ,
keel support bracket, full set of covers, trailer, 2 place Aerial Pursuits
intercom , 2 helmets, flying suit, lcom
A20 Mkll radio , remote aerial , press
to talk. Everything you need to go flying $18000 will separate. Ph 066
425063

Ritchie Bergman performing wingoevers at Red Jack
Mountain prior to the A ustralian Paragliding Nationals.
Photo by Kevin Gingell-Kent

Ball 651 vario recently calibrated &
is very responsive . Ex cond $380
ono also
Magic IV 166 int orange/blue US blue LE sail
& glider in gc VG system & spare upright an
ideal second glider to have around for just
$300 ph 042 943701 AH
Desire 141 int ec kevlar LE red/purple US
HTP TE $3000 ono ph Geoff 042 941898
AirBorne Blitz 146 (exp int) vgc will trade for
vg Sting always flies high can deliver Sydney
to Newcastle $1300 ph Paul 043 341919 anytime
Aero 170 nov/int handsome blue colours distinguished looking glider gc low hrs tight sail

vg beginner/int glider $900 ph David 015
108327
Aero 170 int red LE white sail faired king post
speed bar sleeved up for better perform 25
hrs flying time in ec incl batten profile & manual $1800 ono or will trade for Moyes XS 169
ph 066 857791,015759881
Combat 11152 white LE & MS mid blue &
white US black & white zebra pattern gc
$2100 gd 1st advanced glider just ask anybody will consider trade for Sting or XT ph
Jason AH 015 287522, 065 565265 BH
AirBorne Edge T2-2615 2 yo 119 hrs comprehensive instruments meticulously maintained as new
cond ph for all
other details
$14,900 ph 02
539132, 018
863010

HEADWIND
FLI~HT

S"VSTEIVIS
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SAILMAKING
EXPERIENCED REPAIRS TO

HANG GLIDER SAILS
Liz Hird (066) 84 7 969
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Sting 154 int
mint/grey/lilac
vgc have got
some spares
$2100 ph Peter
042942550
Beginner/intermediate buy of
the year: XT
165 Pro int fluoro blue LE fluoro yellow &
white looks &
flies great air-

XS 142 exp int fluoro orange LE purple US fastidiously maintained glider
in mint cond with v low hrs. $1295
ono Owner moved overseas. No reasonable offer refused . Must sell. Lots
of extra gear. Call 02 3287255 Bh or
02 3276362 AH
Flytec 3005 2 times used special
design white , meter/second with
clamp for $480 negotiable please call
Biggi or Jamie 042 948287

Trike AirBorne Executive Edge T2-2645
less than 12 mths old 48 hrs electric start
quiet kit in-flight trim full instrumentation 582
LC immaCUlate condition replacement value
$23000 plus custom trailer with wing rack
value $1000 asking price $18000 ph 02
5405571
Mission 170 nov green LE white TE red US
new sidewires gd cond batten profiles small
foam wheels bar mitts must sell $1200 ono
ph 060414243 AH Albury
Moyes Mission 170 nov ex cond only 24 hrs
of flight bright colours $1700 also
Moyes pod harness med with High Energy
parachute $500 ph Paul H 02 3157242 or W
024393400
Blitz 155 exp int low hrs vgc black & hot pink
US grey LE white TS ph Michael 049 524856
Aero 165 nov lint ec white with flu oro green
US & grey LE cocoon harness incl urgent
sale $2000 ph Michael 02 5831754
XS 155 exp int gc flys great blue LE red US
white TE $1600 ono also
GTR 162 $200 ph Steven AH 02 8051832
Harness D Scott Racer 2 suit female pilot
5'2"-5'5" magenta, purple, lilac, fluoro yellow
stripe gc $475 ph 042 943351
Novice special of the month: Sting 154 int
exc 1st glider. Close to new condo 12 mths
new, original owner. Pink grey & white +
speed bar. Forced sale $2500 ono ph Ken 02
9186958 or leave a message 02 9189304

SKYSAILOR

Desire 151 int 90 hrs ex cond crisp sail kevlar
LE & TE It green US yellow batten pockets &
unused sleeves $3100 ph Phil 042 943160

South Australia
Sting 166 nov/int faired post, speed bar v
light & easy to set up ec spare down tube
(faired) & base bar incl beginner harness
training wheels batten profiles and manual
$1900 also
Pod med $150 also
Sj"str"m Digital Altimeter/vario ex cond
$400 ph Peter 08 2557210/015 716271
Pegasus Quasar T2-2570 Rotax 502 with
170 hrs hangared incl trailer ASI , VSI , compass, CHT, tacho $13 ,000 ph Ben 08
2977749 or Michelle 08 3465616

Queensland
GTR 162 int VG speed bar faired uprights
batten profile owner manual $1000 ono also
Mars 170 nov with batten profile owner manual $800 ono also
Moyes pod harness large red with grey
stripes 2 steel carabiners $300 ono also
High Energy Parachute owner manual $300
ono also
Carrera helmet full $40 ono also
Aussi Skins insulated flight suit (large) blue
& grey $75 ono also
Sjostrom model 90 QIB variometer &
altimeter owner's manual $500 ono also
Plainsman Avtronics variometer & altimeter mounting bracket technical manual 12 volt
charger $100 ono also
Skywatch airspeed indicator, owners manual
$100 ono also
Two altimeters standard aircraft type $100
ono ea also
Uniden hand held 40 ch UHF radio with
Electrophone speaker mike 240 & 12 volt
chargers $300 ono also
Roof racks (Supa Racks) three 150 mm
high crossbars w/built-in ratchet straps , rubber inserts $100 ono ph 07 32985658 , 07
32299233 BH ask for Barb
Brand new (never used) F2 Tandem glider
by Pacific Air Waves price $4500 also
Xtralite 147 exp int new late 1994 It green
US white TS clear LE best price above $2500
also
Parachute 18 gore , 3 yrs old price $350 ph
0755333596
Xtralite 147 exp int green US clear scrim low
hrs 1 yo well cared for $4000 ono ph Dave
Redman 07 8183852 AH
Magic IV 166 int VG airfoil tubing red LE
blue /yellow US vgc a great second glider for
coastal flying $300 ono ph Ron 07 38820004
H, 32054866 W
Skylink Hornet ZA T2-2510 59 hrs 532
Rotax white wing & pod comes with new
spare left & right aluminium for the wings both
inside & outside sections for opinion call Phil
Pritchard (instructor) 018761193 or 075
462412 price $12 ,000
Brauniger AV Comp va rio software cables &
air speed indicator all pc $750 ph 07 8645716
W, 072089745 AH
Foil 160 int amazingly gc for older glider gd
sail new AN bolts etc ph Shannon 07
2666240 $500 ono
Combat II 152 (int) purple LE fluoro yellow &
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purple us incl batten profile gc $1500 ono ph
070 537149 leave message
Desire 151 (int) 80 hrs great glider with
Crocodile pattern on us bargain at $2200 ph
075462412 or 018 761193
XT 165 int ec only 90 hrs $1700 also
Tracer harness near new suit med build or
172 cm $400 also
Moyes wheel large $80 also
Hang Gliding for Beginner Pilots by Peter
Chaney $30 ph Brian 07 55372372
Foil Race 160 int yellow LE blue US & ready
to fly out the door for $700 ph Terry 07
2742066 BH or 072722021 AH
Xtralite 147 exp int gc $3100 also
XS reas cond $800 ph 07 55963701
Trike parts Rotax 447 & 155 Blitz wing vgc
& trailer $5000 07 55732040
Air Support Pod-lite harness suit 5'8" brand
new any offer considered 02 4113629
Moyes XSR 150 exp int 1991 model similar
to XS gc $1180 also
Blackhawk harness blue suit 5'6"-5:10" ex
cond $240 070 543759
Moyes Mission nov-int pod harness & helmet all gd cond $1600 07 8474973

& 60 hrs $23,900 ph Tony 018 574068
Edge 582 electric T2-2685 only 60 hrs
$21500 full spec & trim & cover save thousands ph Tony 018 574068
Hang glider: 1990 Firebird New Wave 15
(German Hi-performance) 7075 tubing new
side wires white with fluoro pink LE gd cond
recently stripped & checked $300 also
Vario home made works well $80 also
Moyes pod harness blue suit med build gd
1st harness gd cond $180 ph 03 7761056 H,
6765821 W
Foil 152 Combat II int pink LE yellow US ec
$2000 also
Moyes pod harness suit 5 '8"-6' blue in ec
$250 ph David 015 830933
Icom 40G UHF handheld radio with VOX
headset & charger almost new still in box
$500 also
Foil 160B Racer int 80 hrs flying has not
been used in the past 3 yrs ec & the ideal 1st

p----- -----.
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AVOCET:

XL 145 (nov) blue LE lilac & white us as new
cond $2200 ono ph Jeanette 057 544910
XS 155 exp int Nov '89 king post hang 250
hrs grey LE pink TS purple US with
manual/maintenance log , batten profile &
spare upright & base bar Reliable robust fast
glider $1200 Steve AH 038733473, BH 03
5415291
Trike T2-2726 dealer's show model for sale
in perf cond 50 hr total time Mercury the
largest selling training trike in UK STOL the
only trike with rear hydrolastic & twin air
shocker front suspension. 503 with twin 22 Itr
tanks, rear steering , front drum brake, $19500
total instrumentation including Magellan GPS
with moving map $2100 Icom A20 VHF radio
$650 Comunica full intercom with helmets
$1200 new light weight trailer with extra wide
track $700 distributors price, will not separate
$20,900 complete flya way package, all in
show room condition Trike Air 03 95348540,
018583668
VPC storage tube with aerodynamic front
cap & locking rear cap suit most gliders will
transport to Melbourne for delivery $200 ph
051 222636
Trike - AirBorne Edge Executive 12
months old with electric start T2-2648 full
instrumentation incl compass, low noise,
strobe , in-flight trim , as new cond , always
hangered Replacement cost is over $24,000,
sell for $18 ,950 ono. Very urgent sale phone
057501555
Aero 165 int pink white blue only 50 hrs ex
cond $2400 ono also
Keller pod harness med (>1 .8m) blue with
chute $450 ono also
Sjostrom vario almost new $450 also
Beginner harness for learning only $40 ph
0395433262
Quantum 462 T2-2751 new cond full instruments & always hangared only 6 months old
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Altimeter, vertical 6peed Indicator (with
memory functions). multi-function wat<;h.
temperature gauge and more. Ruord5
thermals flown . A hlah-pr<'lC1610n altlmetu
& chronometer. /nc/u4/". two (2) M1~blind.. one for every day wear, the other
ela6tlc15ed to wear on the outside of your
flying jacket for in -flight U6<'l. Accuracy to
10 feet. Maae In USA. serviced In AU6tralIa. 2 year factory warranty.

GREAT ONLy••..
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$279

Limited offer to pHote. Poet/pack $ 5.90
Cre.:llt carel. Cheque or COD alec OK.
All prices ,\uot.ed tax <'lX<'lmpt.

ULTRALIGHT FLYING
MACHINES
PO BOX 182. NTH BALWYN.3104-

(03) 9431-2131

.. ---------- •
24HR FAX (03) 431-1869
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high performance wing. complete with manual, & batten profile can be viewed in
Melbourne by arrangement. This would have
to be the best glider buy in Australia . $1000
ph 056 235758
Pegasus XL 462 HP 15 mths old 200 hrs red
LE white MS red & black US $13000 ono 057
501174
AirBorne trike 95.10 Tl-2054 Arrow
II/Buzzard 532 LC with only 30 hrs since
rebuild . AIt, RPM , ASI , EGT, CHT, water
temp, hours, 3 blade IVO. Pod & wheel spats
+ trailer with custom made wing carrier. A
strong reliable trike in VGC & great buy for
the budget conscious triker. Video available
for interstate buyer. $7900 ph Rod 03
3791960
Mission 170 nov black glider with small blue
triangle on the TS & US It has a faired kingpost, A-frame + speed bar also spare A-frame
vgc $1200 ph Hugh 7181920 or 019936788
Foil 152 Combat int white LE & TS , grey &
fluoro green US it has 1200 mm stiffeners in
LE in vgc $1950 ph Hugh 7181920 or 019
936788
Aero 170 int lilac LE white gc new uprights
$1750 ph 03 376495 H 018 534218

ACT
Gyro 145 nov trainer It blue It pink & white
with It blue LE 2 yo less than 12 hrs flying
time ec $1500 ono ph Susan Martin 06
2496822 W, 06 2429992 H

Blade 153 (exp int) fluoro red mylar LE lilac &
mint US white TS & kevlar TE. As new (Nov
'94) in immac cond (only 8 genuine hrs
logged on this glider, 1 owner & the nose has
never touched the ground l) This is a real bargain $4000 ono also
Gyro 11180 (nov) royal blue LE pink MS It
blue TE with a gold US looks hot with the sun
shining on it! This glider has had a charmed
life , mostly in the garage & comes with a
spare upright ('coz it has never had one
replaced!) . Ex cond & very suitable for school
or beginner. A steal at $1100 also
Sjostrom vario/alt original EV model A
proven performer with digital altimeter averager adjustable sink alarm bargain priced at
only $400. All these items have been meticulously cared for by one owner (myself) and
now need another good home . I'm retiring
from the sport to concentrate on sailplaning,
so the hours as quoted above will not alter at
all until you are the proud owner! If you can
help, please call Pete Muffet (or Tracey) 06
2921528, mob (ans. service) 041 1243484
AirBorne Edge 582E , T2-2653 full instruments electric start, quiet kit in-flight trim
adjuster. 150 hrs less than a year old , has
been hangared . This is the trike pictured in
Ai~borne 's latest brochure and advertisement.
$18000 call Tove on 06 2941466 or 015
269376
Xtralite 137 mylar exp int only flown last season. In vgc fl . yellow Le white mylar TS , fl
pink & green US $4000 call Tove on 06
2941466 or 015269376

XT Moyes int scrim LE speedbar hand fairings less than 25 hrs use $2300 also
Sjostrom vario $400 also
Moyes Tracer harness with parachute suit
5'8"-5'10" 70-75 kgs $500 ph Dean 06
2583144, 062542161

Western Australia
Trike Pegasus Quantum 582 T2-2711 Alt,
ASI, tacho , hours, EGT, water gauges low
noise , Airplast prop 215 hrs 18 mths old
radio , headsets, intercom, helmets, cover 018
574068 Tony Dennis
Aero 165 with race & VG options, Airsport
Wedgie harness suit 180 cm Icom 40G UHF
radio & Brauniger Basis alto/vario all as
new, cheap entry at $3050 ono ph 09
4485402
Sting XC 166 int L green/white speed bar US
faired downtubes VB grey scrim gc with harness & tow bridle $3000 ph 09 3565362, 015
479049
Trike Pegasus Quantum 582 T2-2711 alt,
ASI , tacho , hours, EGT & water gauges low
noise Airplast prop 210 hrs 18 mths old
always hangared radio, headsets, intercom ,
helmets, cover. Trailer which also carries the
wing (no roof racks needed) $21000 Chris
Jones 099 411803 W or 099 414435 or Tony
Dennis 018 574068
Blitz 146 exp int low hrs Wedgie harness to
suit 6' as new Flytec vario all in top cond
must sell I'm off to America the lot for 42800
ono ph Ian 09 3899182 'i'

Introducing the latest Reserve Parachute

The HGR 20
Check out these features:
1.
Weighs only 2.5 kgs

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
1O.

Totally Australian made
Manufactured in S.E. Queensland
24 hour hot line seven days a week
Always in stock for immediate delivery
Assembled in deployment bag and ready for fitting
Built to the same high standards as skydiving parachutes
Can be repaired by an Australian Parachute
Federation approved parachute Rigger "B"
Free owner's manual with every parachute
Other models and sizes available

Proudly manufactured by:

Roochutes Australia Pty Ltd
PO Box 125, Wynnum Q 4178

Ph/Fax: 07 3934409
34
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ICOM

Count on us!

INTRODUCING THE
FIRST HANDHELD CB
WITH BUILT-IN
SELCALL
Innovation keeps ICOM ahead.

Duplex operation lor
increased communication
range using repeater
stations.

At Ic o m o ur le adership in C B is built on
inn ova ti o n . And once aga in , IC OM is first
with the latest , the new IC-40GX.
The sma ll es t h a ndheld UHF CB and

Open Scan/Group Scan
lacility with separate
user programmable
memory.

th e first with built-in SELCALL.
N o w wh e n you want one-toone, uninterrupted
co mmunica tion, there's
no need to go to the
ex tra ex pe nse of
retrofittin g.

services channel.
ncan be a lite
saver.

The IC-40GX
allows yo u to

Simple one touch scan
lunction: start, stop,
memorise

Feature aner feature, ICOM puts you first.

send o r rece ive
ca lls fro m a spec ifi c

You can program your ten most frequently-called numbers

indi vidua l or group.

fo r single but to n speed ca llin g. Yo u a ls o ge t ca ll - bac k

Eac h unit is fac to ry-

acknowledgement and G roup Call to as man y as 100 stations.

programm ed with its own unique

There's up to a full 5W of o utput power with a Hi/Lo

code and ca n moni to r continuously, in

tra nsmi ss ion switch to co nse rve power and a po we r sa ve

quiet mode, until a selecti ve ca ll signal is recei ved.

mode o n rece ive. Plus a one to uch C hann el S eme rge ncy

You rece ive the calls that are spec ifica lly fo r yo u with no

channe l, and much more.

disturbing outside chatter. It makes U HF C B
simple and as co nvenient to use as a hand phone.

Discover the innovative features, the clarity and performance
of the new IC-4OGX for yourself at your nearest Icom dealer soon.

Icom Au stralia 7 Duke St Windsor Victoria 31 8 1 A.C.N. 006 092 575
Free Call: (008) 338915 Ph: (03) 529 7582 Fax: (03) 5298485

BLADE RACE

STI NG

~

STI NG HC

EDGE Microlight

